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Board Grants Leave-Of-Absence To Hunter
Regents Create Two Departments,
Appoint Interim And Acting Deans
Two new departments were created,
a leave-of-absence was granted to a
dean, and an interim and acting dean
were appointed at Saturday's Murray
State University Board of Regents
meeting.
The department of geosciences will
be formed through the merger of the
department of geography and the
division of geology. The department
will be included in the College of
Environmental Sciences.
The department of computer science
will be formed by coordinating com-
puter-related offerings presently
available in three other departments —
engineering technology, management,
and physics and computer science. It
has not yet been decided what college
the computer science department will
be a part of.
Both departmental creations will be
effective no later than July 1, 1980.
President Constantine W. Curris said
in making the recommendation: "The
new department of geosciences will
permit the university to better coor-
dinate and strengthen programs of
study in earth resources, to ,take
initiatives in energy studies and to
enhance the utilization of our recently-
established Mid-American Remote
Sensing Center."
Greater coordination of curricular
offerings, improved utilization of
computer hardware, and improved
visibility and direction for the field will
be provided with the creation of the
department of computer science, ac-
cording to Curris.
A public service leave-of-absence
was granted to Dr. Donald B. Hunter,
dean of the College of Human
Development and Learning, from Jan.
15 to Dec. 31, 1980. Hunter will serve as
associate superintendent of public
instruction in the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education.
Dr. Hugh A. Noffsinger, presently a
professor of educational administration
and coordinator of graduate studies in
the College of Human Development and
Learning, will serve as interim dean
until Hunter returns.
Noffsinger, a native of Bremen in
Muhlenberg County, joined the Murray
State faculty in 1964. He was named
chairman of the department of school
administration and supervision in 1968
and served six years in that capacity
before becoming graduate coordinator.
The interim dean earned the A.B. and
M.A. degrees at Western Kentucky
University and the Ed.D. degree at
Indiana University. He also did
graduate work at George Peabody
College.
Hunter, who has been a dean at MSU
since 1965, joined the Murray State
faculty in 1957. He has also served as a
classroom teacher, dean of admissions'
and registrar, and as a departmental
chairman.
The new state official, a native
Mississippian, earned both the B.S. and
M.A. degrees at the University of
Southern Mississippi and the Ed.D.
degree at Indiana University.
Dr. Donald E. Jones was appointed as
acting dean of the College of Creative
Expression in addition to his regular
duties as dean for extended education
and as an assistant to the vice president
for academic programs.
A native of Henderson, Jones joineo
the faculty at Murray State in 1966 as
director of student teaching. He
became chairman of the department of
educational services two years later
and dean of the Graduate School and
director of extension in 1971.
Under a 1974 campus reorganization,
Jones became dean of continuing
education, a post he held until he was
designated dean of extended education
and assistant to the vice president in
another organizational change earlier
this year.
Jones, who earned the B.A., M.A. and
Ed.S. degrees at the University of
Kentucky and the Ed.D. degree at
Indiana University, will serve until a
replacement is found for Dr. Joe N.
Prince, who resigned to become
director of the Artists-in-Schools
program for the National Endowment
of the Arts in Washington, D.C.
A nine-member search committee
headed by Dr. Richard Butwell, vice
president for academic programs, has
been appointed to review applications
for the position.
Of Releasing Hostages For Holidays
"DICKENS' CHRISTMAS" — Rick Kupchella, Terry Burke and Dr. David
Roos, left to right, are shown as they try on costumes for their roles as Charles
Dickens' characters in Murray's first community presentation of a "Dickens'
Christmas." The celebration will be held in Press Alley between 4th and 5th
Streets north of the court square from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 20, and Friday,
Dec. 21, and from 1 to 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 22. A variety of entertainment will
be offered each night. There is no admission charge for the event, and families
are invited to attend.
Iranian Students Deny Reports
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGLNS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Militant
students occupying the U.S. Embassy
denied today that any of the 50
Americans they hold would be be
released by Christmas and said all
hostages will be tried as spies.
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
LIBRARY DECORATIONS—The meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library has been transformed into a
Christmas wonderland using the theme of "Christmas Card Town." Above, one corner of the room has become an elves'
workshop featuring Santa's elves at work. Below, Jane Bailey and Nita Baugh, coordinators for the library's outreach pro-
gram who ha%e decorated the room, read a Christmas story to Keisa Bennett by the fireplace and Christmas tree. Tht
( meeting room will be open during regular library hours, and refreshments will be served. Santa Claus will attend both
story hours at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 19. Parents are welcome to bring their cameras.
Staff Photos by Debbie N. I.44.
told foreign reporters Sunday evening
that some of the hostages "possibly"
would be released before Christmas.
"No no, they are not going to be
released," a student spokesman told
The Associated Press. He said the
embassy occupiers would leave the
setting of a trial date up to the Iranian
people. -The Iranian people will decide
that." He did not elaborate.
Ghotbzadeh said the Iranian
authorities have not begun considering
a date for a hostage trial, but that they
are putting together an international
"grand jury" to investigate U.S. links
with the former shah's regime,
beginning Jan. 1 or 2. The proceedings
would take about two weeks, he said,
and hostages might appear as wit-
nesses, "but not as the accused."
He had said before that the hostages
would not be tried until the grand jury
reported and its findings could be
evaluated.
But the students, who insist the shah
be returned to Iran for trial, have
contradicted or overruled Ghotbzadeh
several times on the status of American
diplomats held in Iran.
Tehran Radio today quoted Ghotb-
zadeh as saying invitations to join the
"grand jury" are being extended to
Nobel Peace Prize-winning Irish
statesman Sean MacBride and Louis-
Edmond Pettit, president of both the
Paris Bar Association and the Inter-
national Organization of Catholic
Jurists. Both men said today that they
had not received invitations.
Told of the radio report, MacBride, in
Dublin, said his participation would
depend on the inquiry's terms of
reference, its purpose and who else was
involved.
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
has said the government was going
ahead with plans for an international
"grand jury" to investigate "crimes"
of the United States and the deposed
shah, although the former monarch's
departure from the United States has
opened the door to a resolution of the
U.S.-Iranian crisis.
He also said some of the 50 American
hostages held in the occupied U.S.
Embassy since Nov. 4 might be
released for Christmas. Militants
holding them have insisted they would
be tried on espionage charges if the
shah is not returned to Iran.
Los Angeles radio newsman Alex
Paen, who started a Christmas card
writing campaign in the United States,
delivered a sack of 3,000 cards to the
embassy today, the first of many he
hopes to take.
The radio quoted Ghotbzadeh as
saying MacBride would be invited to sit
on the panel, which is to include
members of various nationalitites and a
number of Iranian "experts and
thinkers." MacBride, a one-time Irish
Republican Army chief, won the Peace
Prize in 1974 for his work in South-West
Africa (Namibia) and visited Iran
earlier to help mediate the crisis.
Another broadcast said Iran is
stopping oil sales to Panama, where the
shah has taken refuge on a resort
island. But Panama said Sunday that it
has not imported oil from Iran since
1973.
The press in Tehran quoted a report
from Kermanshah in the west saying
about 200 Iraqi mercenaries attacked
the Iranian border post of Kuh-e-
Kalagh Saturday night with heavy
weapons arid artillery but were
defeated in a two-hour attack. The
reports also said Iraqi mercenaries
attacked border villages, but casualty
details were not given.
Last week the Forekgn Ministry
blamed the United States for Iraqi
attacks in the southwest border area
Friday. Forces of the neighboring
country pushed three miles into Iran,
then retreated after skirmishing with
Revolutionary Guardsmen, the
ministry said. Iraqi diplomats in
Kuwait denied the report but an Arab
League spokesman at the United
Nations backed Iran's claim.
There has been no direct reaction
from Khomeini on the shah's move to
Panama, but the government has
characterzed it as a defeat for the
United States and a step toward ac-
ceptance of Iran's demands.
"We will try to do our best to defuse
the crisis. I certainly don't want to have
this crisis forever," Ghotbzadeh told
City Schools Announce
Special Holiday Activities
A schedule of special Christmas
activities and school dismissal times
for Murray school students has been
announced by Murray City School
System officials for the week of Dec. 17-
20.
Classes at both Murray Elementary
schools and Murray Middle School will
hold their traditional Christmas parties
on Thursday, Dec. 20. The elementary
schools will dismiss at 1:20 p.m., and
the middle school will dismiss at 2 p.m.
Buses will run at those times. Santa
Claus will make scheduled stops at
• Robertson and Carter at 12:30 p.m.
Christmas lunches will be served in the
cafeterias on Wednesday, Dec. 19,
Murray High School students will
complete the semester with semester
final exams on Wednesday, Dec. 19, and
Thursday, Dec. 20. Exams scheduled
for Wednesday include first, second,
fourth and fifth period classes with
students dismissed at 1:40 p.m.
Thursday's schedule calls for exams
for third, sixth and seventh period
classes, and schools will be dismissed
at 12:10 p.m. Buses will run at these
thnes. The traditional Christmas lunch .
will be served by the cafeteria on
Tuesday.
School will resume Wednesday, Jan.
2, with an in-service day scheduled for
teachers. Students will return to school





Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, arid 77 will
hold a city-wide court of honor tonight
(Monday) at 7 pin, at the First United
Methodist Church.
"l'his will be an Eagle Court of
Honor," said leaders for the Scout
Troops. Awards and recognition will be
made to all Scouts of the three units for
their achievements during the past few
months, the leaders said.
All parents and interested persons
are invited to attend, the Scout leaders
added.
The Associated Press Sunday evening.
It was his most conciliatory comment
to date.
"We take it as the first victory for our
determination in this case and ob-
viously the atmosphere is being
changed to some extent," the foreign
minister continued. "A part of the
process of defusing the crisis has
presented itself and we hope by that
with the other positive steps taken with
the United States and the international
community we come to resolve this
problem."
For the first time Ghotbzadeh made
no direct reference to the Iranian
government's demand that Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi be returned
for trial on charges of mass murder and
plunder as the price for the release of
the 50 hostages now in their 44th day of
captivity in the U.S. Embassy.
He told The Associated Press some of
the hostages "possibly" would be
released before Christmas and that all
those still held by Christmas Day would
be visited by foreign observers on the
holiday. But he told ABC-TV that a
team of international observers would
be allowed to visit the captives "before
Christmas" and that Roman Catholic
and Protestant clergymen would hold
Christmas services for them.
The ruling Revolutionary Council in a
broadcast statement said the "valiant
resistance put up by the heroic Moslem
Iranian nation against U.S. imperialist
aggression and the wise leadership of
the imam (Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini) have forced the U.S.
government to retreat, reduce its
support of the deposed shah and, ac-
cepting defeat, compelled him to flee."
today's index












Sports    7, 8, 9
sunny but
cold
Sunny but cold today. High 24 to
32. Clear and not as cold tonight.
Low upper teens to low 20s. Sunny
breezy and warmer Tuesday.
High 44 to 50. Winds west to
northwesterly 10 to 15 mph today
becoming southwesterly 5 to 15
mph tonight.
Ky Extended Forecast
Dry and cool on Wednesday.
Lows in the 20s and highs mostly
En the 40s. Partly cloudy on





The Calloway County and Murray
Independent Boards of Education will
hold a joint meeting Tuesday, Dec. 18,
to talk with representatives and
senators.
The meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m
at the Murray Holiday Inn.




..11r. and Mrs. Dal? .Tiosker
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Tucker willhonor their
parents with a reception on the occasion of their golden wed-
ding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 23, at the fellowship hall of
the Kirksey Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to share this occasion
between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Tucker were married Dec. 23, 1929, at Paris,
Tenn., with the Rev. D. T. Spaulding performing the
ceremony. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Ohs Roach.
Mrs. Tucker, the former Zetra Roach, is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roach. Mr. Tucker is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tucker. They are members of
the Kirksey Baptist Church.
They are the parents of one daughter, Mrs. Sylvia Harris,
and three sons, John Tucker, Jerry Don Tucker, and Bobby
Tucker, the latter deceased.
Sevea grandchildren are Randy, Curtis, Ricky, Sammie
and Teresa Tucker, Dana Crouch, and Gina Harris. Three
great grandchildren are Chris Tucker, Elizabeth Tucker, and
Tyiesha Parrish.
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Thru Thur. 7:05, 9:00
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Murray will alter its holiday
schedule during the next four
weeks.
The child care activities will
be interrupted until Jan. 14,
1980. Meetings for adult
parents will be held on Dec. 17,
Dec. 26, Jan. 2. and Jan. 7, and
will start on the regularly
scheduled Monday evening
time beginning Jan. 14.
Persons interested in the
meetings should call 759-1792






scheduled to meet each
Monday. will not meet again
through the month of
December.
The next meeting will be
held on Monday; Jan. 7, when
the group will meet at the
First United Methodist
Church at 6 p.m. and go by bus
to the Kenlake State Park
Hotel for dinner.
Singles Unlimited Is open to
any person over 18 years of
age who is single due to death,





The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy recently met at
the home of Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, 1305 . Olive
Boulevard, with the president.
Mrs. Martha Carter,
presiding.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,
program chairman, in-
troduced Dr. Harvey Elder,
professor of mathematics,
Murray State University. as
the guest speaker.
Using the topic, "Living
Beyond Self," Dr. Elder
emphasized the fact that the
young men who served and
died in the War Between the
States did so at a tremendous
cost. "But they gave their
lives for the cause they
believed in," he said.
Dr. Elder questioned
whether persons of -today so
strongly believe in some cause
that they would be willing to
die for that cause. After
emphasizing the importance
of values, he affirmed that the
only way to have abundant
living is by rendering service
to others, not by seeking one's
own goals as ends in them-
selves.
During the short business
meeting, Mrs. Liv-esay
resigned as vice president and
Mrs. Inez Claxton was elected
as her replacement.
The group signed cards to be
sent to Miss Maude Nance,
Mrs. E. W. Riley, and Mrs.
Clifford Melugin who are ill.
Dr. Hatcher, assisted by her
sister, Dr. Halene H. Visher,
served refreshments. Others
present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. William
Major, Mrs. J. 0. Chambers,
Mrs. Hess Crossland, Mrs. N.
A. Ezell, Mrs. Fred Gingles,
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker,
Mrs. Melvin Casey, Mrs.
Charles Stubblefield, Mrs.




John Arnold, Jr., of Murray




14K. 18" Chain 14K. 18" Chain
With trran. Bead With 7nvn Bead




The ORIGINAL.. .the ULTIMATE...
14K Go:d Beads on 14K Gold Chains
Start with one 14K gold bead on a chain,
add a bead for other gift occasions OPEN EVERY NIGHT AND SUNDAY
or just to make any day a special
day for someone you care for.
Man Bead Reit /4 so NOW 
62 es00
7inm Bead it. m ao NOW $595
Bead®Set
The (oft ifI ove® that
grows with the years
MICHELSON'S
cy" /ryriget‘i




Wed To Mr. Slone
Miss Cynthia Ann Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon C.
Jones of Benton, formerly of Murray, and William Slone, son
of the late A. Slone and Julie Combs, were married on Satur-
day. Nov. 17, by the Rev. Henry Ganis in Clintwood, Va.
The couple will reside in Hazard, Ky., where the new Mrs.
Slone has been Director of Pretrial Services for the past 18
months. Mr. Slone is employed by the Dixon Cabinet Com-
pany.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lottie Jones of Mur-
ray and of the late Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Miller, also of Murray.
Karin Sue West To
Marry W. K. Work
U. Col. (HET) and Mrs. Hubert 0. West of Brandenburg
announce the engagement of their daughter, Karin Sue West
of Murray, to William Kenneth Work of Pine Bluff Arkansas,
son of Mrs. Juanta Work of Pedro Ohio, and Mr. Kenneth
Work of Idaho&
Miss West is a graduate of MurrafStte University where
she earned a B.S. in Home Economics 
ai 
d an M.A. in Guidan-
ce and Counseling. She is presently working in Murray.
Mr. Work is an electrican and is presently working in Pine
Bluff Arkansas for Brown ;Ind Root Construction Company.
The wedding will take place December 26 at the home of
the bride-elect.
Deax-7461,




MY DEAR AUNT ABBY: Since its onset I have been
following the debate column originated by
AMERICA FIRST. A ho ohjc, ed to Americans taking in the
boat people. After a atching .r. NBC news report on the sub
ject. I feed I must speak my Lece.
- history shows that inint..-ants have never been wet
corfied by the American ma,st Any success these -huddled
masses- enjoyed a as the pri.,tuct of their own hard labor.
often conquering insurrnotarit..nle obstacles every step of the
way. But what otit standing t ribut ions these people made
to the American lifesty lc tr"..• AMERICA FIRST now en
joys!
Many of today's enterpri,t • that made America a hat it is
came from the likes tit 'endrew Carnegie. John It.
Rockefeller. Albert Einstein may I say. my own grand
father — And your father-in -Jay Phillips. All were im
migrants, as are the ancesto7. of most of us. probably in
eluding AMERICA FiRsT. In -red. weren't the sett lert,::a ho
came aboard the Maylliewer is much boat people as the
millions fleeing Southeast A,. today?
It is, as you a ell knoa, due to America opening its
doors to immigrants that I .1:. 1 able: to sit here at college and
write this letter': Why snt,L-..In't • he Vietnamese. Thais.
Cambodians and Chine,- hal., the same chance our family
had? Who can tell what ...intr., hiutions these new immigrants
will make to America the. t.-ears ii ceeme? At least they
deserve a chance.
It America is to rli.se- „ta;es. Arnericans are to shun
the ';,homeless tempestetossii ' so poignantly described by
Emma Lazarus. then Cs e feel compelled to take the
monument to our pa,' generi,.ty. the St itue of Liberty. and
tow it out t.t.) sea. Wi• ifon't serve it!
Love. a 
YOUR \EPIIEW. ERIK BERNSTEIN
BOULDER. COLO.
DEAR ABBY: M. hush. ii died last March. There are
many people who 'w not t..it.inowledete of this most ol
them are past business assoi ifees. and iolks that I barely
know — hut LACIOUVe :11%%,lyS E.5(Chattelqi cards each
Christmas. I have ordered -.irds With iinly my name on
them, and plan to rememb,r everyone on our list, at least
this lirst year.
Is there a tastettil way ti advise them that my husband
has died? I certainly don't •otant to write it on my Christmas
card, and yet when th. eeri•tete a card a ith only MY name
on it they will wonder a ltat happened to George. Some
might even think that al' in separated or divorced. Please
advise me.
NEW WIDOW
DEAR WIDOW: It would save a lot of speculation if you
included a brief note with your Chrialmas cards simply
stating that George died last 
Ma4POOP'rch
DEAR ABBY: For the past year, my boyfriend Oil call
him Sidi has been ,rotic and sometimes obscenel
correspondence at his ottici• Nothing is ever signed. This is
supposedly leading up to a rendezvous the likes of which
he's never dreamed possible!"
Well. surprise! We just iliscnvered through handwriting
analysis that this garbage is being sent by a girl we both
know. She is the girlfriend id' one of Sid's best friends.
Here's the puzzler: She doesn t seem to be anything like the
obviously sick person who is sending this AWE
After discussing it, Sid and I have decided to let the mat
ter drop without confronting either Sid's friend or the girl.
Seeing them socially as wt. we are afraid if we let on that
we know, our relationship might become strained and
difficult.
We are all around 3tf. so it 'AO be just a childish prank. II
am certainly not laughing', What do you think should he
done?
NO NAMES
DEU NO NAMES: Nothing
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 cents1 self-addressed




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now neighborheed. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of feats to save you time and mealy.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
.elcorne Wagon
*""'"-•ch-- Mary Hamilton 753-5570
COMMUNITY,m„
CJ I 1E N D
Monday, Dee. 17
Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Murray Lodge -No. 105 Free
and Accepted TMasons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple for work in
Master Mason degree. A
ixkluck supper will be served
at 6:30 p.m.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Granny's Gift and Craft
Shop is now open at the Senior
Otizens Office, 106 North
Fourth Street, Murray.
Murray High School Tr--
Alpha Christmas party will be
at 6:30 p.m.
Medical Explorer Post No.
803 will meet at the home of
Patsy Massey from 6 to 9 pot.
Meetings for adults for
Parents Anonymous will be
held at 7:15 p.m. Child care
activities will not be held. For
information about the tem-
porary location change call
759-1792.
Tuesday, Dec. 18
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon with
Margaret Taylor at 11 a.m.
*Bible Journalingtroup will
meet in the home of 0. B.
Boone, Jr., at 6 p.m.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will have
its Christmas dinner at 12
noon at the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
Dorcas Sunday School
Class; First Baptist Church,
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Codie Caldwell at 6 p.m.
Men's Prayer. Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at Sirloin
Stockade at? a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 18
Mothers' Morning Out will




will meet at 7 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center for a party
for the Senior Citizens. A
small gift exchange will be
held and refreshments will be
served.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.111, at the
Masonic Temple.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Hazel at
Hazel Community Center,
Dexter at Dexter Center, and
Murray at Ellis Center, all at
10 a.m. Nutrition Program for
the Elderly will be at 12 nom
at the Douglas Center.
Martin Chapel's United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7
Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Organization will
hear the band and the chorus
at the. meeting at 7 p.m, at the
school.
Special Christmas program
by the kindergarten and first
grade students at East
Calloway Elementary School
Will be presented at 6 p.m. in
the school gym.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will have its
'Christmas party at 7 p.m. at
the home of Kathryn Starks.
Murray TOPS itake off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Wednesday, Dec. 19
Birthday party for senior
citizens will be at 12 noon at
the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center.
Community wide prayer
service for the Iran Hostages
will be at 12 noon at the First
United Methodist Church.
Wednesday, Dec. 19
Family Night at Christmas
will be held at the First
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.ni
with a fellowship supper at
5:45 p.m. Supper reservation',
should be made by Tuesda
noon.
High School Acteens of First
Baptist Church will meet at
7:45 p.m.
Methodist Mountain Mission
Truck will be at the First
United Methodist Church to
pick up clean usable clothing.
Music Makers Choir and the
Young Musicians Choir of
Memorial Baptist Church will
present their Christmas
program at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Christmas party for Hazel
Senior Citizens will be at the.
Hazel Community Center at I
p.m. Gifts will be exchanged
A birthday party for all
December birthdays will




The Eva Wall Mission
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet Tuesday.
Dec. 18, at 11 a.m. at the home.
of Margaret Taylor. A potluck
luncheon will be served.
Plans for the luncheon were
made at the meeting held Nov
26 at the church with Verna
Mae Stubblefield in. charge of
the program on "Overcoming
Barriers To Evangelism In
Europe."
The prayer chairman, Mae
Foster, read Mark 7:1-9 and
led in prayer. Laura Jennings
presided with Lois Sanderson
leading in prayer.
Others on the program were
Dorothy Danner, Modelle
Miller, Lois Sanderson, Opal
Reeves, Hazel Ahart, Nettie
McKeel, and Lala Boyd. The











Highway 641 North, In "The Village"
Across From Dunn's Furniture




When the paper and ribbon covers the floor around the tree
and the big emotional let down hits you, then what did you
really get for Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you stayed up too
late and got up too early to unwrap a tie you'll never wear, a
blouse that won't fit and a toy that's already broken. What
did you really get for Christmas?
Well, maybe you shopped in the wrong place. A big supply
of love, hope and faith are available at the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). The service is beautiful and satisfac-
tion is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and those who
receive it don't want to return it. It can be used everyday and
improves with time.
And we're open on Sundays.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth St n t
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
•













































Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists




MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs. 
bacon,
country sausage. hash browns. hot cakes. biscuits. and 
gravy
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink. For one 
very
sensible price. Only $1.99. every day from 6 to 10.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
NEW YEARS EVE
"DISCO" DANCE
SPONSOR: Murray Calloway 'County Jaycees
MUSIC BY: Super Disco Sounds, Benton, Ky.
DATE: December 31, 1979
TIME: 8:00 p.m. till ?
Li
PLACE: Jaycee Building Hwy. 121 North Murray u
Adults 18 years and over only.
Advance tickets only none sold at the door
$10.00 per person admission.
A Buffet Breakfast at Devanti's in Murray,
plus munchy's, set ups, ice, party favors and kegs will be furnished.
You can bring your own.
TICKET OUTLETS
Sunset Boulevard, Dixieland Shopping Center — Murray
Chuck's Music Center 1411 Main St. — Murray
Music One Stop • 320 Main St. — Benton




Mr. and Mrs. James Akua of Kaneohe, Hawaii, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Marieannette, to James Anthony Wells, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy T. Wells of Murray.
Miss Akua is a senior majoring in accounting and business
at the University of Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Wells, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
senior Majoring in special education at the University of
Hawaii, Honolulu. He is the natural grandson of the late W.
R. Fitzgerald and Mrs. Henrietta Fitzgerald of Paris, Tenn.,
and of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wells of Murray.
The cotple will be married on Monday. Dec. 24, at the St.
Peter'SCatholic Church at Honolulu, Hawaii.
THEACES®IRA G CORN. JR
"Sometimes the best gain
is to lose." -- George
Merbert.
West gained nothing in his
defense of today's ambitious
slam. First he failed his test
on opening lead and, later.
he was too quick to take a
trick he didn't need.
South bid his cards more
than once. There was no
question that he had
strength for a strong two
bid, but the push to slam
was most optimistic.
West made his first mis-
take by leading a spade.
Against a small slam, it's
usually best to attack and
West would have had an
easier time had he led from
one of his kings. On the
other hand, West's lead was
excusable since South's bid-
ding implied a much strong-
er hand, which would leave
very little for East.
Declarer won the spade
ace and quickly saw there
was no legitimate play. Not
only did he have to pick up a
stray trump queen, there
were too unavoidable losers
in the minors. So to cloud
the issue as much as possi-
ble, declarer led a spade to
dummy's king at trick two.
Next came a third spade
which declarer ruffed with
the jack!
West went for the bait
and took his queen and the
defensive hopes collapsed
Too late now, West led a
diamond won by declarer's
ace and the ace and another
heart to dummy's nine
picked up the trumps.
Dummy's good spades took
care of the minor suit losers
and the unmakable slam
was tucked away. -
West should have refused
to overruff the third spade.
He should have reasoned
that declarer would not risk
NORTH 12-17-A
• K 10987 4
• 92





• K 10 9 6 2











• Q 7 5
44QJ6 32
South West North East
2 V Pass 2 NT Pass
3 V Pass 34 Pass
4 • Pass 4 RP Pass
6 • Pass Pass , Pass
Opening lead: Five of
spades 
an overruff with no dummy
entry and that declarer was
laying a trap.
With no overruff by West,
dummy's trump nine would
not prove an entry and the














ANSWER: Five no trump.
the grand slam force. Asks
North to bid seven spades
with two of the top three hon-
ors and six spades with only
one.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Cup right 1979
United Feature good. ate Inc
ROSES
LUNCHETTE SPECIAL
Open 8 a.m.-Lunch 11:00 to 1:30
Tuesday and Wednesday Only
Chuckwagon Steak Dinner
$ 59Corn and Mashed
Potatoes, Roll




2 Eggs (any style)




Tuesday and Wednesday Only
((If Intorest To
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center and Hazel
Community, and on Tuesday
and Thursday at the Ellis
Community Center. Meals are
also sent out each day,
For reservations at Douglas
call the site manager, Wilma
Wilson, at 753-8938. A special
Senior Citizens
for Nutriiiim
event this week at Douglas
will be the birthday party on
Wednesday.
Menus are as follows:
Monday—beef stew with
carrots, lima beans, celery
cheese sticks, hot roll, butter,
apple, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday—turkey hot brown,
mixed vegetables, tomato
iettuce salad, hot roll, butter,
Hawaiian sweet potatoes,




beans, carrot sticks, hot roll
butter. Ham aikin fruit (up.
milk, coffee or tea
Thursday—sloppy jot's,
baked beans, cabbage :mil
carrot slaw, hot roll, butter
fruited pudding. milk:- toffy(
or tea.
Friday—hamburger %ith
cheese, green beans u it h
potatoes, tossed salad IA ith
thousand island dressing, hot
roll, butter, applesauce cake.





• Through planned exercises,
nutritional guidance and
fitness equipment, we'll help
you get back into shape!
In celebration of our new ultr-modern Figure Spa, we invite you to loin the area's
finest weight loss and exercise program at unbelievably low pre-opening prices.


























*Individual Attention and Motiviation
*Easiness Exorcise program with per-
soma' suporvisin and iestrection
*Experienced Caaselors











Give The Real Thing
There is nothing to match the richness of o genuine fur coat.
ond Bright's has rabbit, opossum, raccoon and Persian l
amb that
will make fantastic gifts for Sonta's favorite girls Choose a









Bright's ond ‘lizabeth Arden have this great gift idea for
you, lust in time too, This stylish canvas organizer with as
handy pouches is lust the thing to put a gra's beauty
business in good shape. and t comes with five fantastic
products from Elizabeth Arden There is on ounce of
Active Day Protecting Moisture-Creme. on ounce of Estro
Core Hand Cream, o half ounce of Greco Color Lop Gloss
in "CURRANT", a quarter ounce of Great Color Soft
Creme Eve Shadow in "MOCHA" and on ounce of Great
Color Cream Formula Eye Makeup Remover All of this
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Agree Or Not 11s ant icrori
Best Solution Is
To Work Together
FRAN1CFORT — Gov. John Young
Brown Jr. in his inaugural address
challenged the people of Kentucky to
work together to best solve our
problems and develop our vast
potential."
He also challenged state employes to
be proud to serve their state, "to un-
derstand the responsibility - to serve
the people of Kentucky in their best
interests — and to give a full and
committed day's work for every day's
pay."
In his next few short sentences he
issued a warning to special favor and
money seekers that state government
• 'will not be a handout agency, but those
who work will earn their pay — those
who participate will do their part."
He prefaced this warning with,
Government at all levels has come
under a great deal of scorn in the past
decade. It has been more an attitude on
the part of many people — 'What can I
get from it? — What can it do for me?''
Brown earlier said he "will attempt
to be a governor with fiscal restraint. I
do not believe that bigger government
means better government. I do not
believe that more spending renders
better service. .
"tA government big enough to give
you everything you want is big enough
to take everything you have.
"Tht is the platform I ran A and I
stand on it throughout my ad-
ministration."
In his campaign for governor, Brown
ran against the political currents. He
shunned the political machines and
combines and made no promises to
individuals or specific groups for
favors.
Yet, he captured the favors of the
voters and won with wide margins in
both the primary and general elections.
From this standpoint, he iithe freest
Business Mirror
governor in recent memory.
He assumed office under the most
favorable conditions to set a new trend
in efficient and honest state govern-
ment to deliver maximum services to
the people at the least cost.
However, there is danger in the
present public attitude. The greatest
danger Gov. Brown faces is that the
people may expect too much from him
and his administration. The least hint of
scandal or overt financial favoritism to
friends or cronies will draw unbridled
wrath from a large segment of
electrate.
There is an old story of a tither
giving advice to wooing a maiden for
her hand, "Don't overpromise your-
self." Some people May take his clean
campaign as an overpromise, but
people should be careful in such an
assessment.
He issued his warnings in his
inaugural address as set forth above.
State government is a very complex
business with more than 33,000 em-
ployes. It is necessary that any
governor must delegate authority to
trusted employes, else he cannot make
the machini function properly.
We all know that people make
mistakes and we all know there is an
urge in a very few to take short cuts or
to want to make a fast dollar. We can
expect our new governor to be faced
with such a situation sometime before
his administration ends, and he must be
prepared to handle it.
Most of all, he must keep a very
watchful eye upon his friends. The old
axiom is to beware of your friends.
Your enemies will take care of them-
selves.
Progress will be made if the people of
Kentucky dedicate themselves to an-





NEW YORK ( AP) — Henry Kaufman
and his associates are circulating the
most dismal Christmas message that
borrowers could expect, a reminder
that interest rates are going into still
higher orbit.
Lenders will contest this in-
terpretation, and quite logically. For
them, high interest rates mean good
money. But lenders are growing less
common., borrowers are the majority
today, and they are devastated.
Devastated because Henry Kaufman,
general partner in Salomon Brothers,
the securities firm, is considered a seer
about interest rates. His accuracy
might not be perfect, but his reputation
seems almost to be.
That reputation compels major
market forces to heed his message,
even though it directly contradicts the
downward trend of rates and the
considered analyses of dozens of other
interest rate forecasters.
The consensus forecast in the past
few weeks has been for a gradual
decline through 1980, and many thought
the process had already begun. The
prime lending rate, 154 percent in
November, is now down to 154.
Kaufman isn't swayed. He asks that
you consider the possibility of 16 per-
cent or 17 percent prime, which in
theory and probably in myth is the best
rate that big city banks give to their
best customers.
A quick file search confirms that
Kaufman understands his subject. A
year or so ago, for example, he forecast
a 13 percent prime, an unprecedented
level and, some thought, an un-
believable forecast.
His new forecast has other
economists aghast once again. Postwar
highs will be established "for almost all
interest rates somewhat before
midyear," he and associates, James
McKeon and David Foster, announced.
They explained that "the com-
bination of economic contraction and
accelerating inflation will not, at least
at first, reduce upward pressures on
interest rates."
Under such circumstances, they
continued, "credit demands do not
quickly abate; rather the need to
finance inventories, receivables and
even consumption rises."
Firms such as Salomon Brothers and
economists such as Kaufman tend to
aim their remarks at big borrowers and
lenders, at government officials and
corporation chairmen, because they
make up its market. But what happens
in these markets often is affected by
what consumers do.
Kaufman and his associates believe
the consumer will be one of the keys to
understanding the A80 economy.





lags behind the economic slowdown,
consumption will remain strong well
into the year, they say. That suggests
consumers will be a big force behind
prices and loan rates. .: - -
It isn't a merry message, but isn't
Christmas as much a search for truth
as for merriment"
C Copley News Service
EARTH IF'. N ..„....„‘ 
Heartline is a • service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: How much of my
earnings will be subject to the Social
Security tax? As I understand it. the
amount will change in January 1980. —
K.M.
Yes, the amount of earnings subject
to Social Security tax will be raised in
January 1980 from $22,900 to $25,900.
According to Social Security sources,
the change in the tax base will mean
that workers earning above $22,900 will










1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby JenningsCopyright, 15/1
• 444 ++++.4-44-44-4-44-444-1-4444-•  • • 444444+4+ • •
Politicians were of the same stripe as they are today, claiming
personal credit for the slightest morsel of expenditures being cast
over the impoverished land. Foremo/st in the band proselyting the
primrose path of perpetual prosperity naturally fell to the lot of
First District Congressman Noble Gregory with Sen. Alben Barkley'
more secure in the propaganda seat. But to Senators Norris and
McKellar must be given praise for conceiving of the TVA system.
From a limestone outcropping in the southeast portion of the
county, the state installed a lime crusher in 1937 with CCC members
manning the unit to supply the much needed lime for Calloway-
farms. Although thousands of tons of lime were mined at the pit,
ultimately the project dismantled for lack of limestone and compe-
tition from more efficient private operations in nearby counties.
Dr. E. B. Houston, another of the county's distingnished phy-
sicians and co-owner of the Keys-Houston Clinic, died on May 9,
1937, at the age of 56 years. His kindly dispensation, solid citizenry,
and distinctive capacity as a practitioner had, endeared him to thou-
sands of his fellow citizens.
—251
• With the repeal of the Volstead Act by the U. S. Congress,
the consumption of spirits of less than 3 per cent alcoholic content
resumed in Calloway County. With the sale of beer, citizens of
the county rebelled and voted against the sale in an election held
June 26, 1937.
With the increasing efforts of the federal government to mini-
mize the inequities in the economic structure to alleviate the tragedy
of the Great Depression, Works Progress Administration expended
$70,000 in Calloway County during the year, the greater part being
used in county road and city street construction. Social Securit.y
was dispensing benefits to 2,125 old age persons in Calloway by
April 1, 1937.
Other events of more than passing notice included the burning
of the wood stave mill on Aug. 5, 1937, believed to have been the
work of arsonists. Ati outbreak of smallpox erupted during the year,
first for over two years, when two persons became ill from the
disease. However, new methods of treatment and prevention of
contaginus diseases marked the beginning of the end for smallpox
in Calloway County, an accomplishment of great significance for our








larger amount of their earnings will be
credited toward benefits than before.
This will mean higher benefits for them
and their families in the event of
retirement, disability or death than
would have been possible with the in-
crease.
For sons who are on Social
Security or who will be receiving
benefits soon, we have available our
guide to Social Security. This book
covers all the different Social Security
benefits available, the requirements for
each, allowed earnings limits, all the
quirks and problems that could arise
with your benefits and what to do about
them. To order, send $2.00 to Hear-
tline's Guide to Social Security, P. 0.
Box 11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
HEARTLINE: I have recently
retired and my wife and I are seriously
considering moving to Florida or to the
Southwest. We intend to sell our home
and purchase a mobile home, maybe
one of those multisection mobile homes.
Can you tell me the average price of
that type of mobile home? — F. G.
According to the MHI (Manufactured
Housing Institute 1, the average sales
price, including furnishings and ap-
pliances, of a new mobile-
manufactured home placed on a per-
inanent site is $16,900 ( based on the
second quarter of 1979.i The average
price of a new mobile-manufactured
horne in 1978 was $15,925,
WI reported that the price increase
is du, primarily a market shift
toward larger, more conventional-
looking, multisectional mobile-
manufactured homes that average
$21,000.
MH1 also cited the following regional
average sales prices of new mobile-
manufactured homes: $15,000 in the
Northeast; $15,300 in the North Central




predominately in the Western and
Southern areas of the U.S.
If you would like more information,
write to Manufactured Housing
Institute. 1745 Jefferson Davis Hwy.,
Suite 511, Arlington, Va. 22202.
HEARTLINE: I am drawing Social
Security retirement benefits and still
work part time. This past year, I had to
turn down two raises that were offered
to me to keep from losing my Social
Security. Is there going to be an in-
crease in the allowed earnings
limitations under Social Seucirty in
1980"-- P.R.
The annual amount that Social
Security beneficiaries may earn
without losing any benefits will in-
crease from $4,500 to 85.000 for those
aged 65-71, and from $3,480 to 13,720 for
those under age 65. Benefits are
reduced $1 for every $2 of earnings
exceeding these ceilings. Social
Security beneficiaries age 72 and older
may earn any amount and still receive
their full Social Security benefits.
Kentucky- (loseup By George Bucket
`Bottlemania Slips
Into English Usage
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A new
word — "bottlemania" — slipped into
the English language in the late 1960s,
and Mike Wayne may have helped to
create it.
He's developed and distributed more
decanters than anyone else in the in-
dustry and isn't afraid to spend money
on an idea.
He recently paid $1 million for the
reproduction rights to the painting on
one of his latest decanters.
"I'd guess there are more than half a
million collectors in the United States
today," Wayne said. "They have a lot to
choose from. A current catalog lists
more than 2,300 different bottles but
over the years, I'd bet there have been
4,000 produced to represent ap-
proximately 400 brands of liquor."
They come in different shapes and
sizes, immortalizing everything from
slot machines, horse shoes and the
Kentucky Derby to King Tut's death
mask. All have one thing in common:
they contain one-fifth of a fine bourbon.
Some hobbyists believe the attraction
is in the bottle itself and not the
whiskey; others claim that the value of
the container increases if the federal
tax stamp remains unbroken over the
cork.
"Prices can range as high as $3,000,"
said Wayne, recalling that the Hopi
Indian Kachina Doll which he marketed
started out at $25 and soared to $500 five
days later. Television and Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Ariz., contributed to the
sudden rise in value.
"I asked the senator to break the
mold and he flew into Phoenix for the
ceremony held in front of his home. The
TV cameras recorded the event and,
afterwards, everybody wanted to get
their hands on the dolls."
Wayne, who started in the whiskey
business in 1933, has his headquarters
in Bardstown, where the five newest
decanters are coming off the assembly
line. Trit4Y look like framed oil pain-
tings-
Four of the bottles carry reproduc-
tions of Norman Rockwell's work while
the fifth is Everett Kinstler's portrait of
the legendary actor John Wayne.
"We're not related but I knew him.
My home in Beverly Hills is just four
block-s from his office. I put $1 million
up front for the rights to the painting."
He said the Kinstler and Rockwell
originals were shipped to Germany,
where a special process was used to
transfer the paintings to ceramics.
The decanters were then fired at 1,400
degrees at the plant in Mayfield which
also added 23 karat gold to the framed
portion.
The whiskey came from a Bardstown
distillery (Heaven Hill) which also
handled the shipping to 73 outlets in 46
states. "We hope to being doing
business in the other four states soon,"
said Wayne.
To him, a ceramic decanter is more
than a liquor bottle.
"It's a piece of art, something that
should last a thousand years if handled
properly."
Bible Thought
"Kith the lord as great delight in
burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in
obeying the voice of the lord? Be-
hold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
and to hearicen than the fat of rams "
I Samuel 15:22
Pie name os the game is obedience
Anything less gets us into trouble with
our Creator Are you obedient to your
Heavenly father?
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Looking Back
10 lears .1go
A total of 232 years of individual
community service was recognized by
the Calloway County Red Cross Board
of Directors on Dec. 14 at the Triangle
Inn. Thirty-three persons were present
as active uniformed Red' Cross
Volunteers and Service Chairmen were
commended for their service by Lester
Nanny, chapter chairman.
Deaths reported include Jimmie
MitchU30n, 85.
Navy Boatswain's Mate Third Class
Donald N. Blalock, son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Nelson Blalock, is serving aboard
the USS Leahy around the South
American continent.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp was
reelected chairman of the Murray
Planning Commission. Other officers
are Robert Moyer and Bob BiLlington.
Chuck Simons, Terry Shelton, Jim
Frank, Mrs. Vernon Shown, and Mrs.
Rob Ray presented a musical program
at the Murray Lions Club Christmas
party held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Benton Indians in a basketball
game. Albert Scott was high scorer for
Murray and Da N '1 Davis for Benton
20 Years Ago
Bob Craven, manager of the Varsity
Theatre, announced today that a free
show for all children will be shown on
l)ec. 19 at 9 a.m in appreciation for
patronage for the past year. The show
will be "Tall T" starring Randolph
Scott.
Deaths reported include W H
Seawright, 86, and Judy Williams, 1
R. L. Cooper was toastmaster at the
annual Christmas prty with wives as
guests at Kenlake Hotel on Dec. 15
Dewey Ragsdale gave a reading on "An
Old Fashion Christmas."
Hal Riddle, son of Mr. and Mrs
Forest H Riddle of Murray, will be
featured on the television production of
"Bachelor Father" starring John
Forsythe on NBC on Dec 22
In high school basketball games
Douglas beat Morganfield, Kirksey
beat Farmington, Reidland beat New
Concord, Mayfield beat Murray High,
Trigg County beat College High, Cot-
tage Grove beat Hazel, and Livingston
beat Almo. High team scorers were
Cooper for Douglas, Wilson for
Moganfield, Edwards for Kirksey.
McClain for Farmington, Hamm for
Fteidland, Curd for New Concord,
Hughes for Mayfield, Lee for Murray
High, Graham for Trigg, Grogan for
College High, Shankle for Cottage
Grove, J. Wilson for Hazel, Moran for
Livingston, and Lamb for Almo.
30 1 ears Ago
U. S. Navy Commander Robert
McElrath, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
McElrath of Murray, is serving as
skipper of the Destroyer USS John A
Bole.
Deaths reported include Ray Ross.
60.
The Rev. Walter J. Field, lecturer,
English educator, and missonary, will
present his lecture and sound motion
pictures on "Life In War-Torn
Palestine" on Dec. 21 at the Goshen
Methodist Church.
Jerlene Lassiter, senior, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lassiter, was
crowned as senior queen by the Lynn
Grove High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America. Wanda
Sue Morton, first grade, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morton, was
crowned as junior queen.
The Murray State College second
annual debate clinic will be held Jan. 7
in the Little Chapel, according to Prof.
J. Albert Tracy, MSC debate coach.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Monte Hale in "San Antonio Ambush."
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 17, the 351st
day of 1979. There are 14 left.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1903, the Wright brothers made the
first successful glider flight at Kill
Devil Hill, N.C.
On this date:
In 1538, Pope Paul III ex-
communicated King Henry VIII of
England.
In 1843, "A Christmas Carol," by
Charles Dickens, was first published.
In 1894, conductor Arthur Fiedler was
born.
In 1919, an arsenal in Picatinny, N.J.,
blew up, causing roughly a million
dollars' worth of damage.
In 1973, Arab guerrillas attacked a
U.S. jetliner at the airport in Rome,
killing 31 people.
Ten years ago, the Air Force closed
'Project Blue Book,' a 21-year probe
into UFOs. Five years ago, President
Ford told United States teel to justify its
price hike in writing.
One year ago, OPEC announced a
14k4 percent oil price increase, to be
implemented in several stages during
1979. ,
Today's Birthday: Author Erskine
Caldwell is 76 years old.
Thought For Today: Education is
that which remains when one has
1orgotte4 everything he learned in
school. Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
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Opinions Support President
Concerning Iranian Situation
B) F. ttiS Will
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK AP i —
Americans' opinions of
Jimmy Carter and Edward M.
Kennedy have flipflopped in
recent weeks largely because
the public believes Carter has
handled the Iranian crisis well
and Kennedy has reacted to it
poorly, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll shows.
The changes in public
opinion rwi deeper than just
the 'Iranian crisis. Carter
seems to be dispelling some of
the questions in the public
mmind about his competence,
while Kennedy has apparently
raised some doubts about his
own abilities.
These major swings in
public opinion come as the
battle for the 1980 Democratic
presidential nomination
between Carter, Kennedy and
California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. heats up. The
Gallup Poll now shows Carter
leading Kennedy and Brown
among Democrats- •in-- a
mythical national primary
matchup, a reversal from the
2-to-1 margin Kennedy has
enjoyed for months over
Carter.
Despite the overall switch of
opinion, the AP-NBC News
poll taken last Tuesday and
Wednesday still shows Carter
has weaknesses in the public
eye, while Kennedy retains
substantial strengths.
The clearest contrast-in the
public rating of the two men
comes on Iran.
By a 69-21 margin, the
public approves of Carter's
actions regarding the con-
tinued captivity of 50
Americans in Iran.
But by a 12-56 edge,
Americans say Kennedy
should not have spoken out on
the Iranian crisis as he did.
On Carter, 10 percent were
not sure or were uninformed,
while 27 percent said they had
not heard of Kennedy's
statements and, 5 percent of
the 1,595 adults interviewed
across the country by
telephone were unsure.
• On Dec. 2, Kennedy said in
an interview with a San
Francisco television station
that the Shah of Iran "ran one
2)(
Breaking out with hearty
good wishes for a Christmas
bright and cheery!
We're happy to extend




Kenlake State Resort Park
Aurora Ky 474-2211
Tennis Center Closed
Christmas Eve 8 New Year's Eve
Register for our BEL-AIR







Most Stores Open Nights
Sun. Afternoons until Christmas
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of the most violent regimes in
the history of mankind" and
that he had come to this
country "with his umpteen
billion dollars that he'd stolen
from Iran."
The Massachusetts senator
has been criticized for shifting
attention from the plight of the
hostages and for appearing to
undermine Carter's efforts to
get the hostages freed.
On a number of major facets
of each man's image, Carter
has surged past Kennedy
among Democrats.
For example, 70 percent of
the Democrats polled now
give Carter a generally
favorable rating overall, while
23 percent .give him an un-
favorable rating. That's up 14
points from the 56-33 rating
found by the October AP-NBC
News poll.
By contrast, Kennedy had a
68-19 edge in favorable ratings
among Democrats in October.
But now that has slumped IQ a




























Play All Year Round
Elf Racer
No track no wires—ready to
race! Fun for kids 6 and .up.
Operates by hand-held radio
control. 60-3014
Big-Rig Truck
Just like the big ones! 60-3012
Formula-1 Racer
Forward and reverse turn 
action 60-3013
Lancia 2-Car Racing Team
Competitive racing 2 speeds 
60-3018
"Off:Road" Fang












Electronic TV Video Games
Four Games in One
995 Reg.29.95 Save33%
Turn the TV into an entertain-




Six Games in One
2995 Reg Save39 95 25%
45 pistol shoots photoelectric im-
pulses at the on-screen target. Enjoy
Skeet and Target shooting plus all 4






Recorc oft-the-air or -live with stereo
mike jacks .-Wide-Scope- switch for
added stermdimension. AC operation














Drop-in cams let you
choose any of 6 courses.
60-2374
Fire Engine
Runs in circles,, squares.

















1995Soft 'n Cuddly -Pettable- AM Radios
FROM 1195 TO 1595
ID Pekingese, 12-967 . 13.95
'1
LJ Raccoon, 12-971 ...... 13.95White Terrier, 12-977 . . 12.95E Brown Spaniel, 12-979 . 15.95E Black Poodle, 12-980 . . 11.95El Boxer, 12-981 .... 12.95









• Realistic STA-100 AM FM
Stereo Receiver, 22 watts
per ch., min. RMS at 8
ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.1°0
total harmonic distortion














Was $599 in 1979 Catalog
TRS-80 can teach, solve problems, build vocabularies, cat-
alog collections. It even plays games like chess, backgam-
mon and space war. The kids will enjoy themselves so
much you won't Want to tell them how educational it is!
26-1051
Mobile CB at a Big
Price Break
TRC-427 by Realistic
Sure to delight anyone who drives! A flip of
the switch gives instant access to Emer-
gency Channel 9 when help is needed.
21-1534
Smart Santas Shop The Shack .:' Most Stores Open Late Nights 'Tit Christmas
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
















PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES





















Kodak Buy a KODAK
COLOR BURST 50 Instant
Camera and get
$5.00 back from
Kodak. Then buy and
use five packs of
KODAK Instant Color
Film PR10 by March
31,1980 and get an
additional $5.00 back
from Kodak!















































WE CARRY A LARGE




















Deluxe Stereo 8 Track Recorder, FM/
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MONT S MANEUVER - Murray State guard Mont Sleets showed several of his
maneuvers during the Racers win over Towson State. Here he dances past
Tovvson's Mike Lyles for two of this 14 points. StaH Photos By Gene McCutcheon
Sports
Racers Blow 21-Point Lead But Still Win
Miiiray Ledger & Times
Towson Comeback Falls Short
"I thought for a minute w e
were in the tank," Murray
State head coach Ron Greene
said following the Racers' 70-
59 win over Towson State here
Saturday.
So did the sparse crowd
estimated at 1,800 that saw
Murray State up its season
mark to 5-1 at Racer Arena.
The Racers took control
early and mounted a 21-point,
43-22 lead by halftime behind a
stingy defense and the
shooting of Mont Sleets and
Kenney Hammonds who
combined for 21 points in the
opening period.
But the second half saw
Towson's Tigers outscoring
Murray 22-6 in the first 11'2
minutes, closing the gap to
only 5 points, 49-44. It took five
quick points on free throws by
Gary Hooker, Glen Green and
Sleets and a field goal by
Green to boost the MSU lead
back to 10 with 6:18 remaining
to play, putting the gamel
beyond the reach of the out-
manned Towson team and
dropping their season record
to 2-3.
"We showed a great deal of
immaturity," Greene said of
his team, adding even that he
"really wasn't extremely
happy with the first half."
The Racers switched from a
man-to-man defense to a 2-1-2
zone during Towson State's
surge which helped to shut
down the visitors' offensive
drive.
Greene said he prefers to
play the man-to-man defense
to utilize his team's quickness
to its fullest. One reason
Murray's second-year coach
gave for switching to the zone
defense was that the Racers
were in foul trouble. At the
time, Kenney Hammonds,
who fouled out later in the
game, and Mont Sleets, both
had four personals charged
against them.
In analyzing his team's
play, Greene said "I'd like to
think three games in one week
and final exams" had a
detrimental effect on the
Racers' mental alertness.
"We were not mentally
sharpe," Greene said.
Hooker led all scorers in the
game with 17 points and also
ripped off 20 rebounds, one-
third of the Racers' total on
the night. He was followed in
the scoring column by
Hammonds with 16, Sleets
with 14 and Green, who came
Denver, San Diego To Battle For Playoff
Spots As NFL Regular Season Winds Down
By BRUCE 1,0WITF
AP Sports Writer
Its Chicago at Philadelphia
and...
And we'll find out the rest
tonight when the Denver
Broncos visit the San Diego
Chargers with a National
Football) League division title
at stake. The loser will wind
up with the wild card and a
Gip to Houston. The winner
will get the American Con-
ference West title.
The Chicago Bears can
thank their lucky stars — or,
rather, the blue stars on the
silver helmets of the Dallas
Cowboys — that they're in the
playoffs at all.
Thanks to the NFL's
tiebreaking system to
determine playoff teams, the
Bears not only had to beat St.
Louis but had to win big, and
needed some help from
Dallas. They got it all.
First they routed the Car-
dinals 42-6 to wipe out
Washington's points-scored,
points-allowed edge, a 33-point
differential. Then they wat-
ched the Cowboys beat the
Redskins 35-34 in one of the
most thrilling NFL games of
recent years. Had Chicago
scored one less touchdown
against the Cards — in fact,
oge less touchdown the whole
season — Washington would
have gotten the second wild




passes, two of them — 26
yards to Ron Springs and 8
yards to Tony Hill — in the
closing minutes to wipe out
Washington's 34-21 lead and
propel the Cowboys to the
championship of the National
Conference's East Division.
Staubach's floater to Hill and
Rafael Septien's tie-breaking
extra point canune with 39
seconds to play.
Two other division cham-
pions were crowned Sunday.
The Pittsburgh Steelers,
already guaranteed their
eighth straight playoff ap-
pearance, locked up their
sixth successive title in the
AFC's Central Division by
beating Buffalo 28-0. And in
the NFC's Central Division,
Tampa Bay's once-laughable
Buccaneers shook off a
"choke" collar, halted a three-
game skid and, in a near-
monsoon, beat Kansas City 3-0
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS!
Greeting our friends, old and new, and
wishing you Happiness and !Joy at



























to nail down first place.
Philadelphia, -already
assured of a itayoff berth,
defeated Hous n 26-20. The
Oilers will host the AFC wild-
card game next Sunday at 3
p.m. CST. The Chicago-at-
Philadelphia NFC wild-card
affair is scheduled to kick off
at 11:30 p.m. CST.
The Rams, NFC West
champions, bid farewell to Los
Angeles (they move to
Anaheim next season by
losing 29-14 to New Orleans.
Oakland and Cleveland, two
other teams that nurtured
slender AFC wild-card hopes,
saw them dashed, with the
Raiders losing to Seattle 29-24
and the Browns falling to
Cincinnati 16-12.
Elsewhere, Atlanta beat San
Francisco 31-21 with O.J.
Simpson playing his final NFL
game for the 49ers, New
England defeated Minnesota
27-23 and Baltimore blasted
the the New York Giants 31-7.
On Saturday, the New York
Jets beat the AFC East
champion Miami Dolphins 27-
23 and the Green Bay Packers
defeated Detroit 18-13.- The
Lions and 49ers finished tied
for the worst record this year,
2-14, with Detroit getting the
No.1 pick in the college draft
next April 29 because its op-
ponents won fewer games
than San Francisco's.
The usually placid Staubach
had seen just about everything
in his 11 years in the NFL —
but nothing could match the
Cowboys' game against
Washington.
"We were out of it...then we
were in it...then we were out of
it...then we were in it. I've
never played in a game like
that before," said Staubach,
who passed for 336 yards
against the dazed Redskins. "I
can't remember when I've
ever gotten so excited in a
football game. This beats
them all."
The Redskins led 17-0 before
Staubach brought the
Cowboys back within three
points just before halftime,
one oof the TDs coming on a
26-yard pass to Preston
Pearson. "Roger was just
great," said Coach Tom
Landry. "He held us together
when it looked like we were
gone. We were fortunate to
pull it out, but he's just the
kind of guy who can do it. He's
been doing it all his career."
Bears 42, Cardinals 6
"We had to go out and win
by more than 33 and we did it.
I never gave up because...I
thought something good was
going to happen," said




Sony presents the new KP-5000 TV projection system.
You've got to see it to believe it: a big, bright, beautiful
50" screen (measured diagonally) that puts you right in
the middle of all your favorite TV action. Sports events,
movies, everything comes alive on Sony projection TV.
Twin ground glass lenses and world-4unous Sony
technology combine to give you the sharpest projection
picture yet, with professional controls that make in-
dividual fine tuning easier than ever. The Sony KP-5000.
It's more than just an eyeful. It's a roomful.
"ITS A SON;'531713
\l'illati.L.,t21 &And
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off the bench to add 10
markers and pull down 10
rebounds.
Leading the scoring for
Towson State was Michael
Sharpe with 13. The only other
Tiger in double figures was
Mike Lyles who scored 12
points.
The Racers hit a red-hot 57.6
percent (19-33) from the field
in the first half but went ice-
cold in the final period sinking
only seven of 24 attempts (29.6
percent) for a 45.6 percent
average for the night. Towson
dropped only 21 of 78 from the
field for 26.9 percent.
Murray sank 72 percent U8-
25) of its free throw attempts
and Towson hit 15 of 23 for 65.2
percent. Murray out-
rebounded Towson 60-38.
The Racers' next game is
this Thursday (Dec. 20) when
they Aravel to Memphis to go
up against the Memphis State
Tigers (2-2) in the first leg of a
two-game road trip. Following
Thursday's game, Murray
will head for Austin, Texas
- where they meet the
University of Texas (4-1) in a
Saturday night game,
After Saturday's contest the
Racers will be idle until they
host Missouri-St. Louis at
Racer Arena on Jan. 3, 1980:
TOWSON STATE
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Sharpe  5 14 3 9 10 0 13
Cooley  2 7 5 6 6 3 9
Miller  2 12 2 4 8 4 6
Lyles  6 17 0 0 0412
Leslie  2 8 0 0 3 2 4
Allen  1 6 0 0 4 2 2











0 4 0 0
 0 30 0
2 4 2 2
0 2 0 0
21 78 15 23
; • •
MURRAY STATE
fg fga ft Rs reb pf tp
Hooker  7 11 3 4 20 317
6 12 4 5 7 916
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
5 10 4 6 a 414
3 70 2 3 2 6
0 1 0 0 5 1 0
2 7 6 6 10 3 10
2 50 0 2 0 4
0 2 1 2 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0













JERRY SMITH FIRES a shot over the outstretched arm




Open Late Friday Nights
Open Sunday Afternoons




The miracle of the Holy Birth • • .
the inspiration of the Star. . .
the adoration of the Wise Men
the legacy of Love.
May these joys and treasures be yours at Christmas.
Thanks for your good will.
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BOBBY DANIEL pulls down a rebound for Murray High
in the consolation game of the CCHS Christmas Tour-
nament Saturday.
Lowes Downs Murray High In Consolation Game




Cardinals scored the last six
points of the game to edge
Fulton City, 59-55, and capture
the title in the Calloway
County Holiday Tourney
Saturday Night.
Livingston led by five at 47-
42, heading into the final
period. But the Bulldogs, led
by Joe Warren's eight fourth
quarter tallies, grabbed a 55-
53 lead with just 2:23 left in the
contest. The Cardinals
Tommy Miller hit a lay-up
seconds later to tie things at
55. Fulton then went into a
ball-control offense, hoping
for the easy hoop.
Its strategy back-fired
when, when with 59 seconds
left, Livingston's Tommy
Harmon stole a Bulldog pass.
On the ensuing trip down the
floor, Gary Blaine was fouled
by a Fulton player. The
Cardinal star hit both ends of
the bonus to edge_ Livingston
into a 57-55 lead. Warren
missed a 19-foot jumper from
the side on the next Bulldog
possession and Blaine found
David McCracken wide open
for the clinching basket with
12 ticks left. Blaine flooded the
•
baskets for 27 points to lead all
scoring and clinch a place on
anybody's all-tournament
team.
In the consolation game,
Murray High fell behind
Lewes by 13 points midway
through the third quarter and
could never make up the
difference as the Blue Devils
copped the third place trophy
70-59. The Tigers erased the
memory of Friday night's
performance against Fulton
by playing a much better
game against Lowes.
Murray held early leads of
10-9 and 12-9 before baskets by
Devils Mark Adams and Craig
Burgess catapulted Lowes
into 14-12 lead at the first stop.
Bobby Daniel and Nick Swift
both tossed in four first period
markers apiece as the Tigers
trailed by two at the break.
Lowes stretched its led to
six, 30-24, at the half, mainly
on the shooting and play-
making of guard Greg
_Wilkerson. Murray succeeded.
in shutting off the Devil star
for the most part in the first
half, but Wilkerson still
managed to hand out six
assists to pace Lowes to the
intermission advantage.
The Tigers shot well enough
Eastern Coach Wanted To See If.
Lehigh Could Live Up To Reports
ORLANDO, Fla. AP ) —
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
Kidd decided to see if Lehigh's
defense 'could live up to its
press clippings.
He got his answer — a
resounding "no." — when
Eastern Kentucky's ground-
oriented offense chewed up
the Lehigh 30-7 in Saturday's
NCAA Division I-1 A football
championship game.
Eastern Kentucky, which
finished the season 11-2,
utilized the running of Dale
Patton, Alvin Miller and Nick
Yeast to turn the title game
into a romp.
"I really didn't know if we
could run against them, but I
wanted to find out," said Kidd,
whose offense showed . little
respect for the division's No. 2
defensive team. Eastern
rolled up 289 yards on the
ground, more than three times
the 84.4 average that Lehigh
had surrendered in 12
previous games..
While its offense played
havoc with Lehigh's defense,
Eastern's defensive unit made
a name for itself.
"We wanted to prove a
point, that we had a defense,









Rickie Rhodes. "We've been
here all week long and they
never mentioned our defense
once on the TV news. Only
Lehigh's. Now they know."
Indeed. Eastern limited
Lehigh to 204 yards. equally
divided between ground and
air. Lehigh's only points came
in the second period on a one-
yard run by fullback Bob
Romeo which cut Eastern's
margin to 14-7 at halftime. It
proved to be as close as
Lehigh would get.
"Yeah, I was surprised,"
Kidd admitted after the game.
"I thought we'd have to throw
more."
In fact. quarterback Bill
flughes pas.sd. only five
times, completing one.
Patton, for one, wasn't too
shocked- by the effectiveness
of the ground game.
"We move the ball on
everbody," said Patton, who
ran for 121 yards in 21 carries.
"I felt we had the best offense
in the country. We've just got
too many players — runners,
receivers, linemen."
Eastern set the tone for the
game on its first possession,
using 20 plays and 10 minutes
of the first period to drive 70
yards for its first score':
Hughes got that touchdown on
a one-yard run.
Yeast got the second period
touchdown on a one-yard run
and Patton barged in from the
two in the third period to salt
away Eastern's win.
Patton • led Eastern's
overland contingent with 121
yards in 21 carries while
Miller added 81 yards in 23
carries.
Eastern finished the af-
ternoon's -scoring in the fourth_
period on a 29-yard field goal
by David Flores and a 14,yard
run by Anthony Braxton.
UK Win Showed Return
Of Senior Guard Shidler
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP -
Kentucky's 69-58 upset of
previously unbeaten and top-
ranked Indiana was a return
to yesteryear for senior guard
Jay Shidler.
He reached back three
years to his days as "The
Blond Bomber," a nickname
inspired by his then-bleached
hair and penchant for long-
range rockets. In a
memorable outing in 1976, he
scored 20 points as Kentucky
dumped Indiana 66-51.
Shidler, whose hair has now
returned to its natural dark
hue, encored Saturday night
with five baskets — none
shorter than 15 feet — to help
bomb the Hoosiers into sub-
mission once again.
"I thought the two out-
standing individual things for
Kentucky. were Shidler's
outside shooting and the way
(senior guard Kyle i Macy
took over the game when the
score was in the 40s," said
Hoosier Coach Bobby Knight.
"Shidler is a great outside
shooter. He hit three late in
the first half and got another
bucket at the start of the
second half."
.lay played a great game
Lady Racers Finish
Fifth In Tournament
Murray State's Lady Racers
took two victories Saturday to
nail down fifth-place in the
UT-Martin double-elimination
Christmas Tourniartriat\
In the early afternoon game
the Racers downed Arkansas-
Little Rock 79-61. The Lady
Racers came back in the
nightcap, with just a few hours
rest, to beat New Orleans 110-
74 recording the highest point
total this season for the MSU
team.
Laura Lynn paced the scor-
ing attack in the first game
dropping in 16 points followed
by Bridgette Wyche 13, Janice
McCracken 10, Diane Oakley
8, Kim Morris 8, Jeannette
Rowan 6, Lisa Lamar 6, Marla
Kelsch 4 and Barbara Hern-
don 2.
The Lady Racers hit fifty
percent from the field and
outrebounded Arkansas 50-28.
Wyche ripped the nets for 30
points in the second game and
was aided in scoring by
Lamar with 23, bynn 12,
Oakley 12, McCracken 11,
Morris 7, Daphne Garnett 7,
Herndon 4 and Diane Queen 4.
The tournament closed out
the pee-holiday schedule for
the Lady facers who own a 6-4
mark. Their next game will be
when they travel to Lousiville
on Jan. 3, 1980.
You ow invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8.
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume- We'll sell cheaper.





Coach Joe B. Hall. "He played
a real fine ballgame."
The victory was Kentucky's
seventh in a row since an
opening loss to Duke.- Indiana
dropped to 4-1. The Wildcats
begin Southeastern Con-
ference play tonight against
Georgia in Atlanta and Hall
said, "We're not going to get
complacent."
"We did a lot of things
wrong that got us behind early
and we need to improve in that
respect, but I think our
players realize they can be a
good ballclub if they continue
to work and improve," he
said.
"We've got too tough of a
game Monday to be
celebrating too much."
Shidler, who totaled 11
points on the night. said the
Wildcats were "Stymied for
awhile" by the Hoosier
defense.
Of his shooting heroics,
Shidler said, "We tried
working on it in practice --
trying to fan the ball out when
we got it inside — and I just




To Go On Sale
Murray State University
will have a limited supply of
tickets to Thursday night's
Memphis State game for sale,
according to a university
official.
Tickets will be on sale from
1 p.m. to 4 Tuesday and 9 a in.
to 11 Wednesday in Room 211
in the ticket office of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Price is
$4.50.
The game is to be played in
the Mid-South Coliseum.
Basketball coach Ron
Greene will discuss the
Memphis State game at the
Racer Club meeting,
scheduled for Tuesday af-
ternoon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. He also will
preview Saturday's clash with
the University of Texas and
will review the Racers' three
wins last week.
MURRAY HIGH's Nick Swift (51, slips past a Lowes
defender to score two in the consolation game of the
Calloway High Christmas Tournament Saturday.
Photos By Bruce Turnbow
•I14,
from the floor in the first half,
hitting a little under 45 percent
of their shots, but received
only six trips to the free throw
line as compared to 15 for the
visiting Blue Devils. Lewes
frequency at the line, and its
ability to hit its charity tosses,
gave the Devils the half-time
lead.
According to Murray coach
Cary Miller, the Tigers played
a much sounder game
Saturday night then the game
the night before against
Fulton. "We played like we
were ready tonight," he said.
"We had our heads together
and we were taking good, open
shots," Miller added.
The Tigers continued to
shoot well in the second six-
teen minutes but could not
match the pace of Lowes. Led
by Wilkerson, who finally
began to hit over the tenaciou.s
Tiger defense. and Mark
Whitis, the Devils added
another two points to their
margin to make it eight at the
third rest, 47-39.
Howie Crittenden finally
broke the cold spell that had
hampered him throughout the
tourney and responded with 12
second half tallies to lead
Murray. The Tigers cut the
IA)WCS .lead to seven litany
times thrOughout the third and
fourth • quarters but could
never edge any closer as the _
Devils kept the pressure on
the whole way. Just when it
looked like Murray was going
to make a successful final bid
late in the fourth period, the
Devils Don Spicer got hot. The
locals succeeded in shutting
off most of Lowes' offense
early in the fourth quarter and
had crept to within that same
seven point margin. Spicer
broke the Tigers hearts by
firing in five straight buckets."'
in the last four minutes to
spearhead the Blue Devil
stretch-drive to, the third-
place crown.
Crittenden . and Bobby
Daniel lead the Murray
scoring force with 14 points
apiece. Nick Latto. playing his
best game of the season, used
three great assists from
Daniel to help him go a perfect
6 of 6 from the floor and add 12
markers. Swift chipped . in
with nine as the Tigers fell to
5-3 on the season.
Miller, though obviously not
pleased with losing the game,
managed to see some good in
the Murray performance: "I








game. We played much more
up to potential tonight. I think
we are coming along well and,
if we continue to improve like
we did this evening, we are
going to end up with a real fine
team."
Lowes, boosting its season
slate to 7-4, was paced by a
game high 19 points from
Spicer. Wilkerson, Whitis, and
Craig Burgess added 14,12 and
10 tallies respectively as the
Devils out-balanced the Tigers
to the win.
Murray is idle until after the
holidays, but the Tigers will
not be taking much time off
for the festivities.
"We are going to go at it
hard and polish up sonic of our
weak points," explained
Miller. "We are still looking
for the right combination and,
by practicing hard during the
holidays, we hope to come up
with it by our next game," he
added.
Murray will take on
Mayfield in the first round off
the Paducah Tilghman
Christmas Tourney on
December 27th in the next
Tiger appearance.
Livingston Central and
Fulton County put on a scoring
show in the evening's second
game. Led by Blaine's game
high heroics and David
Travelstead's 12 markers, the
Cardinals led much of the
way. Fulton finally scratched
back late in the game to put
the Livingston dominance in
peril, but the well-disciplined
Cardinal defense, paced by
quicksilver guard Tommy
Harmon, turned back the final
Bulldog threat.
Joe Warren, with 20 points,
and Darrell Holder with 18.
provided a one-two scoring
punch for the Bulldogs that
nearly overcame the steady
I.ivingston scoring pace. Gary
White added 11 to the Fulton
total as the 'Dogs slipped to 6-4
on the year. The Cardinals,
after three straight victories
in the Calloway tournament,
take a 10-4 record, and thi.
tournament championshii
trophy back home Ili
preparation for the new year's
schedule.
Murray High 5$ Robby Daniel 34-4 .
14. Howie Crittenden 6 Z-4 5 14, GI,
tall. 6 0-0 0 12. Todd Etradshau 20.0.i 4
Nick Swift 3 3-4 4 9; Rubin Roberts 2 0-4)
4; Al Wells 0 2-4 2 2. Nick Hibbard 0 0-0 2
9. David McMillen 00.0 0 O. Stuart Ales
ander 0 0-0 0 0. Bruce Taylor 0 0.0 0 o
Darren Huuper 00-00 0 Totals 24 11-16 lit
59
Loues 79 lk,r) Spicer 9 1-5 3114, Gr..,
Wilkerson 6 2-2 3 14, Mark Whitis 5 2-5 2
12. Craig Burgess ..T.3 110. I.)ale Mabr,
1 0-0 42, BitISOats 1 3-3 0 5, Mark A41:044,
2 4-4 2 8, Bruce McGary 0 0-1 o
0 Totals 214i423130
Murray 12 24 39 59
I a.oses 14 30 47 ;i1
1.1% uigstoo Central 59 Gars Blaine
II 3-32 V. Da% id Travelstead 6 0-0 3 12
Tonuny Miller 5 04.1 0 IU. Tinuny Ha,-.
noon 2 2-6 0 6, Paul Elett her 0 0-0 3 0.
David McCracken 2 0.4)3 4 Totals 2417.:
1139
Fulton Foust, 55 Joe Warren 9 2.2 0
;!°. Darrell Holder 8 2-4 2 18. Gar Whit,
4 3-4 1 It. Jeff Mays 2 0-0 1 4. Ronnie
('heir,, I 0-0 2 2, Gary Bishop 0 0.0
rows 24 7-10 7 55
1.1vingston
Fulton
16 32 47 59
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December 23rd for the
Holidays.
• •
We will reopen January 7 at 8 a.m.
We would like to wish you
and yours a very
Merry Christmas.
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POISED FOR TWO Kenney Hammonds is ready to
pump the ball at the basket for two of his 16 points in
Murray State's 70-59 win over Towson State.
5tH Photo By Gene McCutcheon
College Basketball Scores
Saturday's t allege Basketball Scores
By The Associated Pres.
EAST
American U 73, lielaware
Brown 32, Dartinouth :04
Canisius 87, Scion Hall 77
Delaware St 85. Salisbury St 79
lariel 93, W Chester St 60
Duquesne 77, Villanoca 72
Har% a rd 82. Massachusetts 76
Iona 75. Fairleigh Dickinson 58
Niagara 93. Buffalo St 76
Ohio SI 79, Holy Cross 63
Penn 09, Navy 54
Pitt 71, St lionacerature 70
Princeton 41, Manhattan M
St Francis. Pa 55, Widi•ner 53
St John's. N Y 75, Rutgers 64
Si Peter's 72. Neis I larripshirr, 34
Syracuse 85. Penn St 72
Temple 74. Wake Forest 69
Vermont 62. Northeastern.69
Wagner 63, Long Island U 71
Wayne St 69, Hubert Morns 60
SOUTH
Alabama 90, Vanderbilt 68
Ala-Birinmghani 100, Gisirgra St 73
Alabama St III. Tennessee St
Alcorn St 87, Florida A&M 67
Auburn 74, S Florida 56
Austin Pray 92. Nicholls St. 63
Citadel 90. Wolf cod 79
tlemson 96. Hider 73
E Carolina 61, James Madison 58
Furman 91 Davidson 81
Georgui 66, Georgia Tech 59
Kentucky 69, Indiana M
1.ausiana St 103, Maine 81
lowsiana Tech 70. Centenary 64
Marshall 60, Vail 58
Maryland 113. Catholic U 79
Middle Tenn. 63, Mercer 12
Mississippi St 90, Florida 72
MURRAY ST. 711, Towson St. 59
New Orleans 60, SE lowslana 57
North t'arohnii 90. Detroit 72
Otuo U 69. W Virginia 61
Old Donunion 97, Georgia Southern 62
S Alabama 116, Oregon Tech 61
S Mississippi 82, Indiana-SE 65
Southern U 102. S Carolina St 82
Stetson 93, SIU-Edwardsville 81
Virginia Tech M. E Tennessee St 72
W Carolina 77. Appalachian St 75
MIDWEST
NFL Standings
Bowling Green 04, NW I ouisiaria (44
Bradley. 78. Hollins 68
Cent Michigan 77. Grand Valley St 69
Creighton 86, Fullerton St 70
Drake 97, Morningside 71)
E. Kentucky 94. Hall St. 88
Indiana St. 70, Tennessee Tech 57
Iowa 67, Iowa St 64
Kansas St 72. S llliiiis 69
Kent St 79, lief eland St 74i
1,!.01a. III 67. N Illinois 65
Miami. Ohio 106. Xa%ier, Ohio 87
Ma higati 09, I iayton 54
Minnesota 75, Nebraska 58
Missouri 112, N Arizona 64
Morehead St. 93, Ohio Weslyn 66
N loss a 78. W Mu higati 4)3
Toledo 83. (al Poly SI .1 460
Tulsa 53, NE (*labial la 50
Wino OfISIII 57, Marquette 50
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 07, Mississippi 59
Ark -Latle Rock 63, I:rambling 66
Arkansas St 101, Baker 86
Bay or 102, Oklahaina City 92
liouston Baptist 69. Sair ord tiff
loitiar 64. NW Missouri St 61
Pepperdine 77. N Texas St 75 ,
Southern Methodist 77, Texas-
Arlingtan 490
Texas 88, Bea ayne 4.)
EAR WEST '
ArIZOnell 89, Idaho St 83
California 109, U of San I hug. u44
Colorado 84. Utah St 79
(*Paul 99, UCLA 94
Hawaii 101, Pacific Lutheran 83
Long Beach St 102, Oklahoma St 67
Montana 78, Denver 59
N.Mexico St 63, Texas-F:11'as" 51
North Park 69, IX-Irvine 55
Oregon St 92, Portland St. 71
Pan American 89, St Mary's. Texas 72
San Diego 97, Westmar, Iowa 80
San Jose St 67:Stanford 66
SW 1.0111Siana 64, Oregon 59
Virginia 82, BYU-Ilawan 64
Washington 89. Seattle 69
Washington St 104, Simon Fraser 74
Weber St. 96, St Francis, 111. 67




Brigham Young 108, I oSa Ile 106, 3 OT
Third Place
III '-Santa Barbara 66. Texas A&fv161
Fighting Mini Classic
By The Associated Press
Americas Conferesee
Font
W L T Prt. PF PA
' Championship
Illinois 47, Illinois St 40
" Third Place
E Illinois 65. Kentucky St 59
Golden Gate Ins itational
iMlami 10 6 0 625 341 257 .ha mpionship
New England 9 7 0 563 411 326 San Frail. Is, 68. Oklahoma 61
NY Jets 8 8 0 500 337 383 Third Place
Buffalo 11 9 0 438 268 279 Utah 82, Pacific U 73
Baltimore 5 II 0 313 271 351 Nike Cage Classii
Central First Round
x-Pntsburgh 12 4 0 7(40416 262 4sirgetown, D C 69, 1.a ola. Calif . 03















West Tennessee 82, Arizona St. 79
&San largo 11 4 0 733 394 2311 Third Place
t-Denver 10 5 0 867 282 245 F0rilharT173, Santa Clara 04
Oakland 9 7 0 563 365 337
Seattle 9 7 0 563






East By The Associated Press
x.Dallas
r •



















x-Tampa Bay 10 6 0 625 273 237
y-Chicago 10 6 0 625 308 249
Minnesota 7 9 0 438 259 337
Green Bay 5 II 0 313 246 316
Detroit 2 14 0 125 219 315
West
x-Los Angeles 9 7 0 NU 310 30,
New Orleans 8 8 0 UM YM 35
Atlanta 6 10 0 175 MO 366
San Francisco 2 14 0 125 UM 416
x-clinched division title
y-clinched wild card berth
:clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
New York Jets 27, Miami 24
Green Bay 111 Detroit 13
Sunday's Games
Baltimore 31, Nrw Yort Giants 7
Pittsburgh n, Buffalo 0
Cincinnati 16. Cleveland 12
Tampa Hay 3. Kansas City 0
New England V, Mhmesola 23
Atlanta 31. San Francisco 21
Chkago 42, St Louts 6
New Orleans zs. 1,os Angeles 14
Philadelphia 26, Houston 20
Seattle n. Oakland 24
Dallas 35, Washington 34
Monday's GAMIC



































1.03 Angeles 22 10
Phoenix 20 13
Portland 18 16
San Diego 16 18













Kansas City 107, Indiana 105
Boston 115, New Jersey 112.01
Milwaukee 104, Utah 79
Lce Angeles 121, San Antonio 119
Portland 123, Houston 101
Seattle 123, Denver 121




















Reflecting at Christmas. we give





















































































$ 2 2 9 5
Tennis Shirts
and Shorts
\11 Colors & Styles




















All Colors & Sizes
Complete Lettering Service
With Pressed On Or Sewed On
Letters
From
By Ektelon, Leach, Omega,






*Pom Poms (all colors)
*Tube Socks
















Open Sundays 1-5 Until Christmas
IN' or 
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Our Yultide greeting '
To you this year, •
Brings every good wish









Chapter Murray Voc. School
Wishes to thank the businesses
and people for their help and sup-
port, and wish o Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to all.
•
Grow it your way
...with our crop money.
Growing crops .5 yOur OuS,neSS
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm crest people
That s our specialty
So when you xe got a
cropping plan that calls for
cash Count on PCA
leaders in crop financing
We understand your needs large
and small And we re committed to
—
helping you achieve your goa.s
You II find that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
payment to fit your parbcu-
lar plan We hear you talk-
ing We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money you can grow
crops Your way
Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North — 753-5602
LET'S TALK. 0 PCA
Bringing a pack full of warm
wishes for a jolly Christmas to
all the fine folk we count as
friends. It's a pleasure to
know you...thanks.
From the Staff of
Third grade students at Carter Elementary school recently completed the 4-11 Food Pro-
ject —Let's Begin Cooking."
.i .1 °
Gregory Gilbert was named winner of the Carter 3rd
grade 4-H Food Fair. Thirty seven members of the class
brought peanut butter cookies to be judged.
Seal a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT






William J. Gargus and Joe B.
Fridy, all of Murray, and
Jimmy J. Hale, Kirksey, have
entered Ring Around's hybrid
corn yield contest, "Operatin
Ringout."
All four men have planted
RA 1501. Carraway obtained a
yield of 206; Gargus, 204:
Hale, 200; and Fridy, 125.
Each is competing for an





The third grade classes of
Mrs. Wildy and Mrs. Dunn at
Carter School recently
completed a six week study of
proper nutrition. Based on the
4-H'; project "Let's Begin
Cooilking." the third graders
learned the value of proper
nutrition. A 4-H Food Fair was
held. These students who
'brought peanut butter cookies
had their cookies judged and
received either a blue ribbon
or a red•ribbon.
The last meeting featured a
tasting party for members of
the class. The students
brought nutritious dishes and
lunch was served.
Members of the classes are:
Cosandra Allen. Tony Atkins,
Kim Bandarra, Nathan Clark,




Brad King, April Lane. Scott
'McDougal. Mike McNutt,
Holly Nix, Michelle Rogers,
Todd Seargent, Mary Smiley,
Bruce Thurman, Derek








Jones. Kenneth Myers, Shea
Noonan,
James T. Nance, Melissa,
Nesbitt. Jenny Ragsdale,




Plans For 1980 Barrow
Show To Be Scheduled
For Feb 4-6, 1980
Officials of the Louisville
Barrow Show have announced
that plans for the 1980 event
are rapidly being formalized
and entry catalogs will be
available in December. Co-
Managers Dennis Liptrap and
M.D. Whiteker confirmed that
entry catalogs will be
available to swine breeders
during December. Entry
deadline for the big show will
be Januar 12, 1980.
The Louisville Barrow Show
will be held at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center in
Louisville, February 4-6, 1980.
More than 600 animals are
expected to compete, a
number which will continue
he show's steady growth.
The barrow portion of the
Louisville Barrow Show in-
cludes eight breed classes and
one crossbred class. There is
also a truckload (6 market
hogs) competition.
According to Drs. Whiteker
and Liptrap, other events will
transpire which are also of
significance to the swine in-
dustry. Prominent among
those activities will be
breeding stock, shows and
U.S. agricultural exports
are expected to reach a new
high - $32 billion - for the fiscal
year ending September 30. If
imports hold at the estimated
$16.3 billion, it will mean a
$15.7 billion agricultural trade
surplus.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture's projection for a
record-high $32 billion in farm
exports this year means a 17
percent increase in value over















sales featuring fall farrowed




Poland China and Hampshire.
Youth also play an im-
portant part in he Barrow
Show when they compete, both
as teams and as individuals, in
judging contests. FFA and 4-H
members are extremely
active in the judging events,
and they compete under the
auspices of rules which are
used in National FFA and 4-H
competition.
Entry catalogs and more
detailed information per-
taining to all facets of the
Louisville Barrow Show cal
be obtained during December
by contacting: Dennis I.iptrap
or M.D. Whiteker, Room 608;
Animal Science Building -
South. University of Ken-
tucky, Lexington, Ky. 40546.
606-258-4671.
Merrj Christmas
Reflecting at Christmas, we give







We Will Be Closed
December 21 and December 24
Other buying days as usual.
We Appreciate Tour Business
Merry Christmas!
Hopingyour holiday is wreathed in
joy-and cheer! Thanks for the
bright bloom of your friendship!
We thank you for support of our an-
nual Christmas Tree Sale. The
proceeds of this non-profit sale will be
utilized throughout the year to sup-




Look at these Shell ROTELLA R T Oil
values at Ky. Lake Oil Co.
ROTELLA. T Oil single grade —
proven in billions of miles of line-
haul service in every type of truck
diesel. Helps keep engines clean,
fights corrosion and wear, and con-
tributes to long, trouble-free




ROTELLA T Multigrade Motor
Oil 15W-40 speeds told starts,
, adds extra life to batteries and
• starting systems. Offers poten-
tially lower fuel and oil consump-
tion compared to SAE 30 and 40
grade oils. All this plus 12-month
engine protection. Shell 15W-40 —
an all-season, all-diesel cost cutter!
•R0TE1.1.A is a trademark and is used as such in this writing.




WU Si Mu South 4th, Mut 
rdy,
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Increses Life Of Engine Ceremony To Be Held Tuesday
Station Managers Agree Gasohol Better For Cars
By NANCY SHUL1NS
Associated Press Writer
Business is booming at the
Miles Farm Supply service
station in Masonville, Ky.,
where attendants are pum-
ping 3,000 gallons of gasohol a
week into customers' tanks.
But 50 miles away, the
Madisonville Sun Mart has
discontinued sales of gasohol,
a mixture of 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and 10
percent grain alcohol.
Managers of both stations
agree that gasohol is superior
fuel. The difference in this tale
of two service stations is that
one combined sales with a
promotional campaign; the
other simply sold gasohol.
And despite the publicity the
fuel has been getting, the two
managers agree that gasohol
is a scarce commodity in
western Kentucky, where
motorists still don't know
much about it.
"Eyi!rybody has heard of it,
but most people really don't
understand it," says Sun Mart
manager Mike 'Thomas.
The higher gasoline goes,
the better gasohol is going to
be. But nobody's prepared to
store it or mix it.
"By the time we stopped
selling it, we were paying $2.20
a gallon for the alcohol. If you
mix it yourself and you ac-
cidentally put in an extra two
or three gallons of alcohol,
there goes seven bucks."
Thomas says some Sun
Mart customers occasionally
had problems with stopped-up
fuel line filters.
"One of the things about
gasohol is that it cleans your
fuel system out. All you have





) bright and merry!
FARM BUREAU, INS.
Ray T. Broach & Terry Broach Agents
301 S. lith 753-4713
transcendent Joy of thir
Yuletide, may your blessings















Our faithful friends and patrons
:het L out high on our register.







"But all it takes is for one
popular fellow to have his car
stall, and the word gets out
that you've got something
bad."
Storage can be another
problem, says Jimmy Ray,
manager of the Madisonville-
based Dugger Oil Co. Sun
Mart was its only customer
until Dugger recently went out
of the gasohol supply business.
"You need a storage tank to
put it in, and all we had was a
spare truck," Ray says. "And
because we only had one
dealer selling it, it really
wasn't worthwhile."
Why are so west Kentucky
stations offering gasohol?
Miles Farm Supply station
manager Rex Howard, whose
regular customers come from
as far away as Ohio County,
thinks many stations "are just
scared to get involved with
it."
"It costs a little more to get
started, and some stations are
afraid to take the chance."
The Masonville station
currently is selling gasohol for
$1.04 a gallon, compared to

























of Santa, of Joy, of







"But it's doing really well
here," says Howard, who says
many motorists are making
the 14-mile round trip from
Owensboro to put gasohol in
their tanks.
"One guy comes over from
Owensboro every week. He
fills up his truck, then turns
around, goes home, and comes
back with his car."
Howard says customers who
fill up at his station are given
pamphlets explaining the
benefits of gasohol. "If you
give out 100 pamphlets,
probably 60 of them hit the
garbage can," he says.
"But it must be doing some
good — close to half of our
business is gasohol."
Experts say gasohol has a
higher octane rating than
conventional gasoline and
provides better mileage. They
say the fuel also burns cleaner
and cooler than gasoline,
thereby increasing engine life.
Western Kentucky
motorists who have had a hard
time finding the gasoline-and-
alcohol mixture may soon
have better luck.
Both Sun Mart and Dugger
Oil say they plan to get back
into the gasohol business in
the near future.
"We've learned a lot about
the importance of promoting
it," Thomas says. "The public
really needs to be told about
what it is."
Jimmy Ray agrees. "We're
in the process of trying to get
together some information on
it, and we're talking to people
who've had more experience
with it than we have.
"Next time we sell it, we
hope to have more dealers
lined up, and we'll be a little
better qualified to use IL" he
says.
"I'd really like to see the
stuff grow. Anything to stretch
a gallon of gas a little fur-
ther."
There's no time quite like Christmas
for remembering all the friends we




eeremon will take place at 11
a.m. Dee. 18 at the Coast
(;uard's Tennessee River base
at Pans Landing.
Harry W. Sites will relieve
Jallit'S B. Griggs who has been
m command since July 24,
1978.
Recent activities by the
guard have included dragging
operations for a man over-
board at the Pickwick Lock
and Dail uperation Last week
rhe TelltleSSCe base dispat-
ched an auxiliar essel
Officials reported the man
%as not found.
The olardsmen also helped
t rew man sufferow fronti
chest pains aboard the tui4b4lat
ilhani Pitt to be hrouJit
ashore The cress man.
Stephen Bennett, was taken ti ,
Hem-) County Hospital when.
he was put under observation
as men walk hand in hand let us
offer thanks for the promise of
Peach on Earth. Your patronage
is greatly appreciated.
East 94 Hwy White's
Electrical & Camper Sales
7530605
WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 Alb.
AUTO SERVICE CEn-TEDI
LiP a•Axes 4-41, ',w•uc.t$ Oio cerks
G 0 0 DATEA R
SERVICE STORES
12-MONTH TUNE-UP
7-POINT TUNE-UP $A188 
$4688 
$a4188
Standard Ignition' 'ff 4 cyl. 6 cyi. 8 cr[
• Check c'urging and ,tarting systems • Install new • Set dwell and timing to recommended specs •
points and condenser • nstall new rotor • Install new Lubricate and check choke, adjust as required • Adjust
spark plugs carburetor
Additional parts and services extra if needed.
'Electronic ignition, Points and condenser are Oct required. Al,' gap is set where -rewired. Subtract $4 loe ears
with electronic gnif,cc
AGREEMENT POLICY ...
Under this special service policy Goodyear
will tune your car electronicaily. following
the 7-point checklist shown here, And
present you with a 'Free Engine Analysis'
certificate good for one year from the
date of the tune-up
3 FREE ANALYSES...
Any time within one year of your tune-up,
take your invoice and free engine analysis
certificate back to the store that per-
formed the tune-up. and Goodyear will
provide an electronic analysis free of



















lining, all 4 wheels
grease seals • 
Resurface front 
• New front 
grease seals
rotors • Repack 
front w
heel OR • 
Resurface drums • 
Re-








ICIOeS not include 
rear wheels 
Add fluid
• Most U S 
cars, most 
Desun, Toyota. VW





Lube & Oil Change
  $ 88r—
Includes up to Sve quarts
major brand 10/30 oil.
Oil filter extra if needed
• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment
FREE ADJUSTMENT. FREE
PARTS REPLACEMENT...
If any of these check-ups indicates the
need for any adjustments or part replace-
ments that were part of the original tune-
up, Goodyear will make the adjustment or
replacement free of charge






• Drain and replace trans-
mission fluid • Install new
pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
and bands, where appli-
cable • Most U.S. cars, some
imports





Additional parts and services extra if neededLifetime. As long as you, the original purchaser,own the car.
Meets or exceeds all U.S auto car specifica-tions • Covered upon failure due to materials.workmanship, blowouto. rust or wear (Cannotbe result of misuse Or accident)
Front-End Alignment-Your Choice
WARRANTED








9 ALIGNMENTAGREEMENT,-. or, pa, once' frt. V.., co, oe
:IA ;:'003,:,i;:sIrorl.„1.7,0..:', 7, ̀,21:,,„, as tong as too own YOU cm, No
probilms Ma hioss,e Mn foolms
• Front-End Alignment and FREE tire rotation. Parts and additional services extra if needed • Inspect and rotate all
four tires • Set caster, camber, and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and steering systems
Most U.S. care, Some Imports • Foreign cars at our option • Front wheel drive and Chtsvettes extra
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as you Own your car, we will recheck and align the front end, if needed, every 6 months or 5,000 miles — or
whenever needed. Valid Only at the Goodyear Service Store where purchased Offer does not cover the replacement of
tires and/or parts that become worn or damaged. Agreement void if service work affecting the alignment is performed
by any other outlet.
READY
DON'T GET STUCK MIX OR MATCH WITH GOODYEAR'
SNOW TIRES
Deep-Biting Suburbanite Polyester
• Deep-cleated, well-grooved • Four full plies of polyester
tread for pull power when cord for snow tire strength and




plus $1 69 FIT per








878-13 2 ter $1 89
C711.14 2ferl2 2.07
F711-14 21w' 82 $242
678-14 2 fw $05 $2.58
1178.14 2 ter $91 $253
675-15 2 ter WM $262
878-1S 2 ter $04 $284
Whitewalls *valise!' At Lew PrIces,Tee
REGULAR TIRES
Smooth-Riding Power Streak-78
• Diagonal ply construction, poly- • Road-gripping six-rib
ester cord body .. perfect tread does its share




pluS $1 63 FIT per








875-13 2 ter $57 $169
C78-14 21w $1.41 $1.87
F78.14 2 ter $74 $2.22
G78.14 2 for $77 *2,38
1478.14 2 for $84 $261
078.16 2 ter $1112 $244
44 78 15 7 far $11S s266
Whitewalls, $2.10 Mere Per Tire
RAIN MCA it we sell out of your size we will 1,sue you a rain check 
assuring future delivery at the advertised price
Just Say Charge It
rmazgis
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Vita
• American Express Card • Cart* Blanche •






• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY. All Goodyear service is warranted for at original work was performed, 
and we'll fix it. free It.
least 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first — however. you're 
more than 50 miles from the original
many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever store, go to any of 
Goodyear's 1400 Service Stores
required, go to the Goodyear Service Store where the nationwide.
Store Manager, Norman Hagedorn
Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours 7 am. until 5 p.m. ilon.-Sot.
753-0595
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May the blessings of
the noly season fill
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Shah Settles Down On Heavily Guarded Panama Island
By GORDON MOTE
. Associated Press Writer
CONTADORA ISLAND,
Panama •APi — Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and
his wife settled down on a
heavily guarded Panamanian
island and the deposed
monarch said he hoped to
stay. Panamanian officials
said they can protect him and
Panama from his former
subjects.
-I would like to express our
deep gratitude for the very
generous invitation of the
Republic of Panama and
President Royo. Since we set
foot on this soil, we have felt at
home," the shah told a news
conference Sunday, a day
after arriving from Texas
with Empress Farah Diba, a
woman Iranian doctor, seven
other people, two dogs and a
huge amount of luggage.
Asked if he planned to stay
in Panama, the sixth nation to
receive him since he fled from
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolution in
January, the shah said: "This
is obviously within our minds
because such a surrounding
and such hospitality is not
very easy to match in very
many cases."
He also said he hoped his
departure from the United
States would help secure the
release of the 50 Americans
held hostage at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran since Nov.
4 by students demanding his
return to Iran for trial.
"When we left the United
States for this beautiful
country, we hoped it would
help solve this problem, so
let's hope this will help," he
said
Asked about his health
following cancer treatments
and gallbladder surgery in
New York in October and
November. the 60-year-old
shah said: "We'll have to wait
a few weeks but for the time
being, much better thank
you."
President Aristides Royo
appeared at the news con-
ference and said his gover-
nment agreed to give the shah
,- "46€100•111,.
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a home "to contribute to peace
in the world."
Another visitor to the shah
Sunday was Gen. Omar
Torrijos, the Panamanian
strongman who White House
staff chief Hamilton Jordan
got to agree to accept the
shah. Torrijos, the former
chief of state, now heads the
Panamanian national guard.
The shah and his entourage
are staying at the larger of
two private homes on the 10-
acre estate of Gabriel Lewis




• G E dependability built in
• Longlasting 100°, solid state
• 70-position click-in UHF tuning pre-set VHF fine tuning
• Sand color cabinet — carrying handle
• Bright picture in any light
$ • 000 0' 1 '
SALE ENDS DECEMBER 22nd
BilIGE













• G E dependability Dual n
• Longlasting 100% solid stale
• In Early American or Mediterranean
$56988Moo 2261..1261
red. '4,0
13" Diagonal Color TV
• G E 100% solid
state — AFC
• Automatic Color Contra $298"
• ft must be ',Of or we
melte if right









• Made by SOUNDESIGN






• dependability built in
• i'er Flo' reduces lint on clothes






• 1,y levels • White
GOODYEAR REVOLVING CHARGE
• Flexible Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
• Custf,mor cIr:ritification CAR CARD for
convent.— i! al any Goodyear Store,
country
0600 YEAR INSTALLMENT PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than avaliabit,
on our Revolving Charge
Store Manager Norman Hagedorn
ambassador to the United
States who developed Con-
tadora Island as a tourist
resort.
About a dozen men stood
near the shah as he spoke.
They were dressed in civilian
clothes and showed no
weapons but were assumed to
be security guards.
Sources on the island said
Panamanian guards armed
with automatic weapons also
were stationed on the grounds
of the' estate, that
Panamanian gunboats were
cruising the waters around the
two-square-mile island, and
that air traffic officials were
making close checks on
anyone who wanted to get to
Contadora.
The lush, densely-wooded
island, one of 100 in the Pearl
Islands chain, is known for its
white sandy beaches, blue
marlin fishing and casino
gambling. It has a 150-room
resort hotel, about 80 privately
owned homes, a small grocery
store and roads crossed only




  19" Diagonal
Color TV with AFC
Temperature-Cook
Microwave
• G E dependability butt in
• MIMI her TOTIOW TN takes out guesswork
• 3 power levels • 35 minute 2-speed tome'
$3398'1
• GE dependabdity built in
• Energy Consume°
solid stale chassis
• Sharp brilliant colors from
Block Matro Pldsire Tubs
• ACC — Automatic Cola Control • Walnui grain tinan
INN. 7150
Temp.-Cook Microwave
• G E dependable
• WO simmer speed
• 4 levels — touch pads $46988
17.6 Cu. Ft. No-Defrost
Refrigerator-Freezer
• G E dependabilrty built in • Saves energy & money
• 4 67 Cu 11 00 treerer • white
• Twin dairy & vegetable bins
$49988
Goodyear Service Store










• Easy-reach atlitistrnent to deep clean
• Beats Combs Suctions Glean
• Gleans right up le wall
every thickness at carpet
• No clogging — disposable dust bag
Eureka Upright ,
Vibra Groomer lI
• All-metal Situ a &ramie II beats
din l out ol carpet iv/20 000
%haat r minute
• Adiusts Is every carpet height
• Cleans right up to wall
Eureka 6-Piece
Tool Set Model 2054
FREE
with Model 145/ • 119 95 VALUE
Model 2054
• Includes vinyl hose hose adaptor dust &





• Cannier motor la strong suction on
& above hoor Motor in head to
deep Olin carpets — sell adiusts
to depth
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The Secret Years — 1
Early Years of Jesus Are Cloaked In Obscurity
0 a
lin Ck6 'oo • to
orjc)C.°
0 We're teaming up with Santa to bring
o
o you a host of happy holiday dreams
cp000. 0 0
come true...„ co • b °ono









Thanks good friends for your loyalty and good
will. Hope your holidays will be filled to the
brim with old fashioned Christmas cheerl
Kentucky Lake Oil Co.





The beauty of Christmas
reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
letting us serve you.
Murray Beauty









Thanks to you all.
for our best year ever




EDITOR'S NOTE — Scrip-
ture Is,, generally mute about
the 34 /ears is which Jesus
grew to maithood, but ancient
ma-canonical literature pro-
vides some inklings on that pe-
riod. This first installment of a
five-part Christmas series,
-The Secret Years," draws on
those writings to recount the
beginnings of the Christmas
story.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Out of the night, he came.
Out of the shadows and the un-
certainties, his life emerged. It
was unknown, except in its con-
sequences. He was reared and
lived mostly in obscurity. Yet
he gripped the world.
"If I glorify myself," he said,
"my glory is nothing."
A curtain of silence sur-
rounds the time of Jesus on
earth. Of his 33 years, there
are accounts of only three.
Nine-tenths of his biography is
untold. Yet no other figure tow-
ers so great in the world's his-
tory.
It is a strange contrast. "The
last shall be first," he said,
-and the first last." He dwelt
as the least of men, in a dim
corner of the unmentioned and
unnoticed. Yet his name excels
every name in the annals of
mankind.
Questions cloak the story —
whose beginning is called
Christmas. Much of it is mys-
tifying. Much is hidden. Yet
there are ancient hints and
clues to many of the missing
elements. From these bits of
evidence, along with conditions
of the period, it is possible to
make out some of the back-
ground — to glimpse the secret
years of Jesus.
- They lasted throughout his
childhood and young manhood.
until he reached the age of
about 30, at the start of his
public ministry, when outraged
neighbors drove him out of his
hometown of Nazareth.
The long, formative stage be-
fore then is unrecorded, except
in fragmentary intimations.
What circumstances shaped
him? What influences went into
his development? What hard
decisions led to his hour of des-
tiny?
The concealed years began at
his birth in a hillside cave on
the edge of Bethlehem — a
dark and draughty limestone
cavern used for animals —
smelly, littered with offal,
crawling with insects.
There, in desperation, a tran;
sient peasant couple from Ga-
lilee, Joseph and Mary, had
taken refuge for the delivery of
her son. It was not a pleasant
setting, as often pictured, but
fraught with discomfort, anx-
iety and difficulty.
The mother, weak from her
labor, sprinkled the infant with
salt to toughen his skin,
swathed him with strips of
cloth to brace his body, and
laid him in a chiseled-out pit in
the rock floor used as a feed
trough.
The date was about 7 B.C. —
not A.D. 1, as miscalculated in
the modern calendar.
The Roman empire's satrap.
Herod the Great, then ruled Is-
rael. Scripture indicates that
Jesus was born at least two
years, and likely three, before
Herod's death, which was in
,
the old Roman year 750, or 4
B.C. Also, Scripture notes that
the tax census requiring Joseph
to register in Bethlehem took
place while Quirinius was
Rome's governor of Syria. Mod-
ern archaeology has dated his
term from 9 B.C. until 6
Other evidence, such as St.
Luke's statement that Jesus
was about 30 when he began his
ministry in the 15th year of the
reigeof the Roman emperor
Tiberius, also would put his
birth in 7 B.C.
Coincidentally, in tfiat year,
as determined centuries after-
ward by astronomical calcu-
lations, an extraordinary con-
junction of the planets Jupiter
and Saturn formed a brilliant
sphere low in the evening sky.
A "star," says Matthew's gos-
pel, beckoned the Eastern
sages. presumablv from Per-
sia, on their 1.200-mile journey
of perhaps a year or more—in
wonder and awe at what had
transpired.
Months before they could ar-
rive, however, the elderly
woodworker, Joseph, and his
youthful wife, Mary, obviously
had decided to remain in Beth-
lehem, a small, dusty hamlet
on a wind-swept ridge, rather
than return at once to Naza-
reth. Demeaning insinuations
had arisen, there about her
pregnancy, according to an-
cient non-canonical accounts,
and the couple — almost alone
in trusting the holy inception —
chose to stay away from that
strained hometown at-
mosphere.
Joseph could work in Bethle-
hem at his carpentry trade,
and manage some sort of shel-
ter, either of handmade clay
bricks, or by preparing one of
the grottoes along the town
plateau, where dwelt many of
the am-h-arez,the common la-
borers and herdsmen.
Old writings, traced far back
into that era, describe Joseph
as an aged, hard-working man,
a widower when he wed Mary,
and her as about 16. The tradi-
tions indicate that her sister,
Salome, came to help them.
The child, circumcized at the
age of 8 days by the village
mohel, was called "Yeshua,"
or Jesus, a common name
meaning the "Salvation of
Jehovah." By usage, he would
be known as Yeshua ben Jo-
seph, Jesus son of Joseph.
As a male child, and Mary's
first born, he would take on all
the obligations and rights as
the future head of the family.
At the end of her 40-day peri-
od of purification, as fixed in
Mosaic law, the couple took the
boy to the Temple in Jerusalem













Jolly good greetings for a heart
happy holiday from Santa,
his fleetfooted team and us.
We thank all our good friends















though a Iamb and turtledove
were the prescribed offering for
a new son, the poor were per-
nutted to offer only two birds
instead, as Joseph, a poor man,
did.
For more than a year, the
couple apparently resided in
Bethlehem, with the child al-
most entirely in his mother's
care. Husbands in those days
weren't inclined to tend infants.
The boy would remain a suck-
ling until he was at least 2.
But sometime before that
point the foreign astrologers ar-
rived with their mystic inter-
pretations and their gifts. The
visit aroused suspicions of the
depraved King Herod, whose
fear of plots already had
drenched his own household in
blood.
He dispatched troops to de-
stroy all Bethlehem nurslings
up to the age of 2, a furious
onslaught of screaming terror
and massacre, yet a not-sur-
prising tactic in that region of
oppression and defiance.
Warned beforehand in a
dream, Joseph had gathered
his family in the night, and had
fled southward toward Egypt,
taking the boy, whose origins
were framed in bewilderment,
hardship and violence, into the
future desolation of exile.
The mark of the outcast was
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May the gift of love light your Christmastide.




• : At this worshipful season we pray,
that you will share the delights •)
• of it's quiet wonder and everlasting e
• )
• • beauty. For the kindness you've • . )
BLALOCK-COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME
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DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
a close relative who has
narcolepsy The doctor decid-
ed this after he had had sever-
al hospital stays and every
conceivable test made on him.
including brain waves, spinal
taps and the works I'd like to
know something about the
disease. The doctor said it
wasn't very well known and
that they really weren't sure
how to treat it but that it was
possibly caused by hereditary
factors.
DEAR READER - Nar-
colepsy is an interesting
disease These people fall
asleep rather easily. The peri-
ods of sleep are quite short, so
frequent short episodes of
falling asleep are the
hallmark of narcolepsy. This
is to be distinguished from
hypersomma which means
just prolonged excessive
sleep For example. sleeping
14 hours continuously
Another imporjant aspect
of narcolepsv is that patients
with this problem often have
addtional findings They may
1ose control of their muscles
and fall to the floor when they
start laughing This isn't a
convulsion but really a paral-
ysis of the muscles. They may
also have hallucinations just
at the time they start to go to
sleep.
It's true that we do not
know what causes it and some
cases are difficult to treat.
although a number of medi-
cines are available that do
help in many cases. An indi-
vidual who has such a prob-
lem obviously should not be
driving an automobile or
involved in occupations that
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS DOWN
1 Exist 1 Beverage
4 Ave 2 Tell
6 Start 3 Printers
11 Signify measure
13 Pencil part 4 Let it stand
15 Spanish art- 5 Singing voice
cie 6 Insects
16 Automobile 7 Transgress
parts 8 Pant
18 yes Sp 9 Exists
19 Part of to 10 Cuddle
be 12 Preposition
21 Sound a horn 14 Part of step
22 Strokes 17 Entrance
24 Southwest- 20 N L baseball
ern Indians team
Answer to Saturdays Puzzle
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I don't think you need to
worry about developing this
problem yourself. But because
you're interested in sleep. I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 10-6. Sleep and
Insomnia_ Other readers who
are interested in sleep prob-
lems can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for this issue. Send
your request to me. in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York. NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a
34-year-old man and have a
chin and neck of a 60-year-old
man. I am a few pounds
overweight but no more than
10 or 15. yet my chin and neck
look like someone twice my
age. My neck is so wrinkled
and my jaw has a bulldog
look. Are there any exercises I
can do to tighten the skin in
these areas?
DEAR READER - It's
hard to describe it but you can
experiment until you see what
I mean. Jut your lower jaw
out and act like you are
clenching it in a stiff position.
you can pull on muscles that
are underneath the jaw We
call this the platysma muscle.
It's not always well developed
and there is a lot of individual
variation in it. It's really part
of the facial muscle that runs
under the neck area. You can
see cords of muscles stand out
in the neck sometimes when
you tense them.
You might want to
strengthen these muscles and
that might help a little bit but
I'm doubtful that it will solve
your problem. Usually when a
person has quite a bit of
excess skin, there's only one
way to get rid of it and that's
a surgical approach. A plastic
surgeon who does cosmetic
work can do this an give you
a good clean-cut jaw and
neckline. If there's excess fat
in this area, he can remove
the fatty tissue. I should add
that it will probably come
back if you eat too much and
allow yourself to be
overweight.
OLD COSTUMES
LOS ANGELES (AP) -The
exhibition "Renaissance
Costumes and Textiles: 1450-
1620" is on view at the Los
Angeles County Museum of
Art through Jan. 27, 1980.
The show contains some 60
items, including costumes,








TUESDAY PROGRAM-A special Christmas program will be presented by the
kindergarten and first grade students at East Calloway Elementary School on Tuesday,
Dec. 18. at 6 p.m. in the school gym. Shown in top photo are students who will portray
reindeer and Frosty the Snowman-left to right, first row, Sean Kelly, Jamie Tucker, Willie
Roberts, John Jackson, Ryan Dawson, second row, Daryl Eldridge, Dwain Edmonson,
Jason Reed, Jason Garner, and Tommy Morgan. Shown in bottom photo are students who
will participate in the program.
Four UK Grid Players To Be
Arraigned On Theft Charges
LEXING.10N, Kj.
Four University of Kentucky
students, including three
members of the Wildcat
football team, are expected to
4.,be arraigned this week on
charges related to the alleged
theft of football equipment
Dec. 9.
Charged with-third-degree
burglary were Roy "Mickey"
Cochran of Owenton, who was
a starting freshman offensive
tackle this season; freshman
offensive lineman Paul
Bortnick of Euclid, Ohio, and
walk-on defensive back Benny
Naples of Hubbard. Ohio.






























HOW MUCH IS THAT
RING -7
IT'S GOING TO BE COLD
TODAY.. MAYBE YOU SHOULD
PULL THE EARFLAPS DOWN
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Cochran, Hortnick and Ms.
Bennett were released without
bail Friday night from the
Metro Detention Center to the
custody of the dean of
students' office, according to
jail records. Naples was
released on his own
recognizance.
Toni Padgett, UK director
of public safety, said the
players allegedly stole the
equipment after breaking into
the Shively Sports Center.
The incident was reported
after someone in the athletics
department "discovered some
things were missing." Padgett
said.
An investigation then led
officers to Ms. Bennett's off-
'campus apartment, where the
equipment was recovered, he
said.
The equipment included
football shoes, jerseys and
pants valued at more than
$100. An inventory would be
conducted to determine their
eitact value, Padgett said.
"It (the burglary charge)
sounds more ominous than it
really is," Padgett said in an
interview, "but we really had
no option but to proceed with
the arrests.
"We checked with the
prosecutor's office and it the
value of the equipment I was
over $100. We really had no
choice," he said. 
Brazil was proclaimed a
republic in .1889 when the
army revolted - against
Emperor Pedro II, head of the
family' of Cobourg-Braganza
which ruled Portugal and
Brazil. His father had
declared Brazil's in-
dependence in 1822, when. the
Portuguese government tried
to reassert its power over the
colony it had lost during
Napoleon's occupation of the
homeland.
Your Individual  7).
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY,
What kind of day will
_tomorrow be'? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
:ARIESM. 21 to Apr. 19i
Be careful of overin-
dulgence at an office party.
The holiday spirit has you in
the mood for travel. Consult




You're in the mood for good
times but may lack
discrimination in your choice
of companions. Double check
business proposals.
to June 20) LW-
G IN( siEyaMoyu21
could overspend re a
planned entertainment.
Romance is highlighted, but
be sure to follow through on
commitments. Be sincere.
CANCERto July 22) 481/4C)I(June 21 
't take a loved one for
granted. Careless speech
could arouse false hopes. A
hunch re work pays off if
you're willing to work over-
time.
1jtiloYu cou23told bAueg.cnareY less with
E0
money now. Romance is
Share thoughts.
decorative touches or other
L(SII!.:17:123leatove alOct
that needs to be completed.
spend on presents for loved
ones. Make home the place
you dreamed of. Add
improvements.
favored, but don't put off work
V
np
(AIRogG.4323 to Sept. Mi
You're inclined to over-
work for
/LEI
loved ones. Do your pact
around the house. Laziness
makes you content to let
things slide. Write letters.
DECEMBER 18, 1979
SCORPIO
i Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 in" etr.
Friends are exuberant but
may promise more than they
can deliver. Do the proper
research re investment
schemes. G4t appraisals re
valuables.
SAGITTARIUS • so
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 44
A business associate is in a
good mood, but be skeptical re
promises. Protect assets.
Dress appropriately for a
social occasion.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Sentiment could lead you to
make an unnecessary trip.
Make certain that words of
love sent your way are sin-
cere. Rely on intuition.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
If you borrow something,
make sure that you take care
of it. A social occasion is
promising, but keep hopes
within reasonable bounds.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
You'll receive support from
higher-ups re a business
hunch. Close ones may have
good intentions but may not
live up to expectations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
community minded and at-
tracted to large enterprises
which need efficient ad-
ministration. You're a planner
and a positive force for civic
improvement. You do not like
to take orders and work best in
a position of authority. Your
greatest success comes
through cheerfulness and an
optimistic attitude. You can
succeed in law, politics,
government, but are also
attracted to the arts. Writing,
acting, music, education, and
publishing are some of the
fields in which you'll find
happiness. Birthdate of: Saki,
author; Betty Grable, film
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3. Cord of Thanks
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5. lost and Found
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27. Mobil* Horn* Sal•s
28. Mob. Horn* Rents
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AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
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E.R.A. - How Does It Af-
fect You? - 759-4444.
For Teens-What About
Marijuana? 759-4445.
Free Store 159-4600_ _
John 14 15 *If ye love ine
keep my commandments • II
John 1 9. 'Whosoever tran-
sgiesseth and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ, he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service Saturday's II
AM and 6 PM Bible study 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime, Free Store for the
needy All donations ap
predated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible facts or free
Store. 759-4600















Mr. Farmer it is










Hoinewor hers earn $50 pet
hundred securing stuffing




hire all qualified Need
motivated 17-24 year old males
for nuclear training Must he a
high school grad Have above
average ability in math,
algebra $519 weekly Room
hoard. medical. Iwo years paid
training Call Navy 753-6439 or
call toll free 1-800-841-8000.
Local opening for person with 3
to 5 years experience as hank
teller Position offers excellent
working conditions and hinge
henefits Please send resumes
to P 0 Box 32 A
Parttime piece work Webster,
America's foremost dictionary
company needs home workers
to update local 'nailing- lists
All ages, experience ufli
necessary Send name. ad-
dress phone number to
Webster. 175 5th Ave . Suite




care for infants to ham years
My home Hourly, daily. weekly.
759-4610
Mature experienced young
woman will do bahysitting in
iny home Have references Call
753-3899
Will 00 hahysitting have own
transportation Call 489-2566
14. Want To Buy
Child safety car seat and good
used vacuum cleaner 153-
4110 after Spin
Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron & Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Up Service
Nazoi. Ey. Newts S a.no •4
412-1130 Sec Fri.
Good 44u9se6d gas floor turnanceIS
Want to buy one acre inure or
less at reasonable price nest
Murray Call- /53-0193 after 5
0'9
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains' Leal rakes SI 99.
chain saw files. all sizes 79
cents each, air conditioner
covers, $1 99. fire shovels. 99
cents each, windshield de-icer.
12 oz spray can 88 cents,
duct tape 2-x180 roll, 52 59!
stove pipe 6 $139. heat
bulbs. 250 watt, infra red.
$l r3is9. each Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Christmas Special' Purple Mar-
tin houses 6 rooms $23.99,
12 rooms. 536.99, 18 rooms.
$49.99, 24 rooms. 559 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
compact. 1200 watt. light
weight. $999. Wallin Hard-
ware,
Fisher Price wood ?love. and 3
twin beds, electric stove Call..
354-8370
Fake fur coat. size 8, like new.
$15. C'' 4148823
for tlospo.1 keg. ca. sem. ad 131 MS ...lel so «finst. %owl Mkt Service
Price of 
PRICE SHAVE 75'HAIRCUT $1.25 
709 Walnut Strom
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.






Murray Ledger & Times 1
Good Salary-Insurance-hcation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Experience Helpful.
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15. Articles For Sale  16. Home Furnishings 
New LP albums 8 track tapes
cassette tapes gospel country
Christins and pop Large selec
tion Value to 512 95 all at
5100 each Paris Landing
Country Store Highway 119
lust off 79 (SOL 642-8119
Three wagon wheel lights
one wagon wheel table with
gia top Phone 753 5940
16. Home Furnishings
18 cubic foot Admiral
refrigerator 5450 Call 753-
3248
An early American sofa and
chair brown tweed Also one
stereo Call /5335/8
---
Christmas Special' 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with copper bottoms. 529 99
Wallin Hardware. Parts
Christmas Special' Revereware
Saucepan I quart. $1099. 2
quart 514 99. 3 quart 51699
Wallin Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special' Slow
cooker. 52 quart high and low
heat, Teflon II lined 514 88
Wallin Hardware Paris '
Christmas Special' Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Nett.
5999. hand held and wall
mount unit $1399 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens Model
353 52199.model 351
$4399, Model 359 $4999
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Club
aluminum 7 piece set $33 99,
8 piece set 539 99 10 piece
set $4999, II piece set
559 99 Choice of colors
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Silvertone
cookware 7 piece set 526 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Corelle
pressions. 20 piece sets Ail
patterns 54699 Wallin Hard
ware. Paris
Christmas Special' Victori6




Kenmore washer and dryer, 2
years old. $250. Call 436-5870
New restaurant plates. howl
cups. salads desserts. plc,
glasses. in many patterns any
amount. cheap' Paris Landing
Country Store, Highway 119,
lust off 79. ll (901) 642-
8119
For sale maple couch and
chair and recliner Call after
310 753-4799_  _
Refrigerator for sale, 20 8
cubic foot G E no-frost,
reezer at top. 2'2 years old, al-
ond color, excellent condi-
tion $300 759-1401
Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole
self rimming double compart
inent $29 99 $39 99 and




vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system includes 15 ft
cord nozzle brush crevice tool
and removable hag $10 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
19-.-Farn-aq4ment
1972 160 Allis Chamber diesel
Also 8 Case wheel disc
cylinder and hoses All in good
condition Call 489-2716 after
6 pin
Frost proof hydrants. 2 ft bury
depth For yards or barn lots
$25 99 Wallin Hardware.
Pans
John Deere snow blade for 112
tractor good condition $50
435 4548 
135 Massey Ferguson tractor
for sale Call 492-8265 after 6
pin
Wheelbarrows $15 88 529 99.




condition Also portible record
player. 753-0398 
Used Spinet piano Buy this
beauty and save' Clayton's




Blacktop driveway sealer. 5








12th & Poplar 753-1227
Old Friends
and Customers
What used to be T.V.
Service Center, has
changed it's name to:
"World of Sound',
222 So. 12th
In the rear, 1 block south of Starks Hdwe. )
Look for the Big Orange Sign
















Christmas Special' Skil Router
model 548, 1 2 hp 524 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Skil cor-
dless inch drill. 2 speed
rechargeable. reversing model
2002, 529 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Chain saw chains Three
eighths inch pitch for the
following bar sizes. 16'
51025. 20 $11 99, 24
$14 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Christmas Special' Pro-Sharp
chain saw sharpener, sharpens
your chain like a pro $11.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Skilisaws
all with 1 14 blade. model 538.
529 99. model 574. 534.99_
model 576 .549 99, model
559. 55999, model 553.
579 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
D's Shirts & Things in Aurora,
storewide sale. 10-50 per cent
off everything Ls trimmed
sweat shirts, flannel, football
and baseball shirts. and
Sedgefield leans Lettering 10
per cent off Transfers 10-50
per cent off Gift certificates
Closed Tuesday Phone 474-
8890
Firewood, $25 a rick, delivered
OalcHickory, assorted Round
and split, 18" or 24" 489-
2327.
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick
Call 474-2382 before 6 pin.
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick.
Call 153-3307 
Fifty pounds of homemade
lard Call 753-5874
Have Oak. Hickory firewood.
$20 a rick. will deliver. Call
153-6837.
Lawn sweeper. Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the tune
Push type, $39 99, pull type
31-. 10 hu capacity, $119.99.
pull type 38". 16 bu capacity.
5189 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail, 526.99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
Its a cart. It'a a hauler It's a
wood carrier It's an outboard
motor caddy Its a leaf and
brush cage 519 99 • Wallin
Hardware Paris 
25-.1usiness Services 
Mayhelle Joyner Bridals, Wingo.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns. bridesmaid's dresses
and veils, sizes 6 to 24'7
Shown by appointments Call
376-5387. 
26. TV-Radio 
Arvin stereo unit with AM-FM
stereo receiver. 8-track tape,
and record player $60. Call
753-7117 after 4 pin.
25 inch RCA color tot.
automatic. 5250 In good con-
dition Phone 153-6531 
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color t.v. Warranted
Clayton's - J & B Music. 753-
/575.
1980 Zenith 19 inch color t.v..
3 months old Call 153-6292. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 mobile home, 3
bedrooms. 1 1 2 bath, gas heat.
central air.. dishwasher, tor-
nado straps. 10x12 storage
building Call 753-0364 or 753-
3455 
For sale: Extra sharp 12x65,
two bedroom, 2 bath, partially
furnished mobile home
Carpeted. central heat and air
See to appreciate Gall 489-
2563 after 6 pin
Price reduced. must sell: 1974
Magnolia double wide mobile
home Can he used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms 2 full
baths, living room, dining
room, and den Gas heat,
carpeted throughout, new 31 7
ton central air With or without
furniture Can he seen between
9 am and 7 pin at 147 Riveria
Courts.
1973, Revere, 12x65, 3
bedroom, 2 bath completely
furnished including washer
and dryer. central heat and air,
priced at $5250 Call 753-
2762
1974 Viceroy, all electric, 2
bedroom 12x60, central heat
and air, partially furnished
Call 759-1845
28:1tob:Heme Rents
For sale or rent 12x60 Two
bedroom, bath and a half, fully
furnished See Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court 
One bedroom !noble home
located 2 miles east of Murray
/53.5793
We'll make it through this month, thanks to
our new car rebate check."
29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner covers. $1 99 to
5399 Wallin Hardware Paris
Electric heaters Automatic
with fan forced air. 1320 watt
51499. 1500 watt. $1899
Wallin Hardware, Pail.
30. Business Rental
For rent 1000 square foot‘.,_
Southside Shopping Center
next to Jon's Shoe Outlet Call
753-6612 
Office and storage space for
contiactor 60)(30' storage
with four 10 doors. Nice of-
fice One inile from Murray on
121 North Call 753-7404 or
753-2486 
32-.-APs. For Rent 
Efficiency apartment. living
room kitchen combination
bedroom and bath One block
from MSU $110 per month
Available January 1st. Call 759-





2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
For rent Furnished 2 bedroom
apartment near downtown
Murray Available January first.
753-4109.
New two bedroom apartment.
$250 per month. Deposit. No
pets Available January first.
753-0814. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Furnished room for rent, kit-
chen and laundry facilities fur-
nished One block from MSU.
$50 per month. Boy's only. Call
759-4538 after 12 noon.
Rooms for rent, one block from
University 759-4909 or 753-
1812. 
3-41-Houses For Rent 
Farm house for rent, located 10
miles east of Murray. Call 753-
2480 after 5 pin.
For rent. 2 bedroom house near
University. Call 492-8225. 
Two bedroom house, 1'7 miles
on 641 South, $200 per inon-
th. 753-8681.
Three bedroom. P2 bath, den.
utility for washer and dryer.
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required.
$250 per month. Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray. 328-
8255 or 382-2731.







One hog, ready for killing. 200
pounds 435-4548 
3$-Pets-Supplies 
AKC Alaskan Malamute pup-
pies Nice pets or guard dogs
$125 and up. 753-9390 or
753-7113.
Boarding and grooming for
Christmas holidays We hoard
any type of pet. Make your
reservations early Hidden
Valley Kennels, 435-4481, Lynn
Grove.
Labrador Retriever, 8 week old




Choice commercial site. 3.34
acres on bypass 121, 16th
Street. subdivided into 4 lots
Excellent view from all ap-
proaches, good access, high
traffic area Will sell land for
$25,000 per lot or will build to








Subd. on a large
beautiful water front
lot. Cabin under con-
struction and priced at
only $27,500.
$32,500










Doctor or nio.,e...worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet. hot no place to put it7
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments' We have a solution
for you For the complete pic-
ture, call 753-1492 Offered










and is in excellent con-
dition, is situated on
large 114 acre lot
surrounded by stately




is a unique and ex-
ceptional home.
Priced in the $60's.
Phone Kopperud







located only 51/2 miles
Southeast of Murray.
Excellent location and
excellent buy - $30's.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
How about a new 30x40 foot 3
hay shop building with '1 bath.
new 5 hp air compressor, and
wood burning stove, to work in
and a new 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
luxury home with central heat
and air to live in? All on over 2
acres of land Close to town,
$35.000 Want to know more?
Call James Green at Spann
Realty Associa'es. 753-7724
Starks Hardware
rh I i I t: I 6;1





41,1 474- .2486 47,, 171 '
s,wth lenn
Different strokes for different
folks modern in-level 4
bedroom 2 bath home with
central heat and air family
room eat-in kitchen large
utility room situated on 1'2
acre lot in-I Priced in the
$ 4 0 s Phone 7 5 3 -







Ninety-six acres of rolling,
wooded land, suitable for sub-
division Good road frontage,
beautiful view, and low price
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.
This iflakes house sense' For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
you? opportunity.. 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, fully equipped kit-
chen...A good place to raise a
7 5 3 -





to purchase your own





bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
























Insurance & Real Estate




House and lot at 101 South
15th Street, now occupied by
West Side Beauty Shop Good
investment Phone 753-3456
days. 753-5402 evenings47._ 
Motorcycles 
1973 Yamaha 100, $125 One
six piece drum n set. $195. Call
753-6265 
48. Auto. Services 
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed Studded tires only 54 extra

































Tire sale! Coopers hest 4-ply
Polyester white v4all, 12-32
tread depth. 7 rib with 120
tread wear level A78x13-.
$22.55 plus 1 72 FET.
E18x14-. $26.10 plus 2.20
FET: F78x14-. $26 91 plus
2.32 FET: G78x14- or 15-,
$28.83 plus 2.54 !-- FET:
H78xI4- or 15". $30'02 plus
2.76 FET, L78x15". $32.21
Plus 3.06 FET. Wallis Hardware.
Paris,
49. Used Cars 
1979 Cougars XR7-Ford. Ex-
cellent cars, never been sold,
still under warrenty. They have
all the factory options, 3 to
choose from. One has inoon
roof. bucket seats. console. All
like new. sell or trade on low.
low price. Parker Ford. 753-
5273. - 
1973 Dodge Polaro and 1972
Datsun 1200. Calf 436-2337.
For sale: 1974 Chrysler
Newport. 2-door hardtop. new
tires, new battery. $500. 753-
6119. 
1974 Monte Carlo. Call 753-
2801. 
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power brakes. steering, and air,
cruise, new tires, wire wheel
covers. 65.000 miles, excellent
condition. Call 759-4908. 
1979 Mercury Grand Marquis,
4-door, white on white, blue
velour interior. loaded with ex-
tras including AM-FM stereo
tape with CB radio. Only 950
miles. Will • discount. $2750.
Parker Ford, 753-5273. 
1973 MG Midget. Call 753-
8691. 
1979 T-bird, one owner, trade
in, red and silver. small V-8,
still under warranty_ Can make
a fantastic deal. Parker Ford,
753-5273.
1976 Regal Buick, low mileage
loaded excellent condition
Call 753-8666
1979 T-Bird Town Landau
white with inoon roof real
leather seats. AM-FM stereo
search radio with CB Every fat:
tory option Ford executive car.
never sold 6660 miles Still
under warranty Buy the hest at
a low price Parker Ford 753
5273
1976 Vega GT stationwagon
36,000 actual miles Call 753-
/853
1976 Vega GT stahonwagon
36.000 actual miles Call 753
7853
1978 XR7 Cougar. red and
white. factory demo, driven
less than 200 miles Never
been sold Quad tape with CB
radio, tilt wheel, cruise control
cast aluminum wheeis You




1978 Jeep C1-5 Renegade
loaded with options, 6 cylinder.
20 mpg. 55800. Call 753-0318
1917 Chevy Suburban.
Silveraod. power steering.
power brakes, tilt wheel. air
front and rear, one owner In
mint condition. $5250 Also
1978 PE-175 Suzuki, $550.
Call 492-8425. 
1966 Delevan. air ride. 6 car
rig. $4500. Call 436-2764.
1979 Dodge Maxi-van, reduced
for quick sale. was $4150. now
$4000 See at Garrison Motor
Sales: Highway 641 North,
across from Riveria Trailer
Court. 753-6000.
For sale: 1979 Dodge Maxi-
van.. $4150. See at Garrison
Motor Sales on Duguid Drive,
753-6000. 
1958 GMC truck. new engine,
needs minor repair, $450. Call
Mike at Sears. 753-2310. 
1979 Jeep Renegade. excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 436-
5366. 
53. Services Offered 
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance_ References.
G-u-arenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pin.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, training,
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895_
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774
Will haul driveway







Vihra-vaii steam or lily




walks patios steps rui-
estimates 153-5476
Carpenter contactor New anr:
remodel Hawley BuLy 492
8120
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs old or new qualir
work Cal: 753-0565
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 153,





Fireplace and cniinney 'brick
repair Fireplace inserts and
stoves. made to order Brick
house pointing Call after 6
pin. 436-2855
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specificatiouw• Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith, the people who
know carpets Call 753-6660
for free estimates
Insulation hlown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling hills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Painting - Paperhanging Com-
mercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Plumbing or electrical or sewer
bored out. Call 414-2251.
Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
work hreaking, disking,
hushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
pin 753-2632_ 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co .
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home. Call 153-96007. •
Will haul driveway white rock -
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
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Hugh Farris died Sunday at
5:31 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 71 years of age and a
resident of B-9 Fox Meadows
Trailer Court, Murray.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Ryan Milk
Company and was a member
of the First Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 17, 1908, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Sammy Farris and Effie
Mae Skinner Farris.
Mr. Farris is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lillie Vance Farris,
to whom he was married on
March 3, 1927; one son, Bill
Farris and his wife, Bettye
Roberts Farris. Benton; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Wade
Deborah) Outland, Dayton,
Ohio, Miss Ebeth Farris and
Miss Susan Farris, Benton.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Louise Stiles and
Mrs. Mary Turner, Murray;
one brother, Wilburn Farris,
Murray; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Gertrude Warfield,
Hazel, and Mrs. Bob Farley,
Murray; brother-in-law, R. M.
Vance, Puryear, Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. Geoorge T. Moody of-
ficiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Richard Vance, Tommy
Vance, Joe Kent Dodd, Jerry
Dodd, Jimmy Pearcy, and R.
C. Jones. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Fellowship Sunday
School Class of the First
Baptist Church. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, EST. today, furnished to the Mur-
ray faidger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp.. of Murray, are as
follows.
Industrial Average  —0.51
Air Products 35% +1
Amencan Motors 7 unc
Ashland  -%
American Telephone 43% unc
Bonanza 2%13 PIA
Chrysler 6 + %
Ford Motor Ws -%
G.A  F  1044 unc
General Care ' 164 -+ %
General Dynamics 81 +1
2,.
General Motors 52% unc
General Tire 20% -+%
Goodrich 19% +













Thomas H. Covington of 1615
Ryan Avenue, Murray, died
Sunday at 8:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 67 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Crass Fur-
niture Company, Murray, and
was a member of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Born July 9, 1912, in Green-
ville, he was the son of the late
Mike Covington and Ethel
Drake Covington.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Zella Mauzy Covington,
to whom he was married on
March 6, 1938; one son,
Tommy Covington, Owen-
sboro; one sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Malone, and one
brother, Frank Covington,
both of Louisville; two
grandchildren, Kirk and Amy
Covington.
Local funeral services were
held today at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White and the Rev.
Max Bailey officiating. Mrs.
Otto Erwin was organist.
The body was then tran-
sferred to the Gary Funeral
Home at Greenville where
services will be conducted by
the Rev. Dr. White on Tuesday
at 2 p.m. Burial will follow in




Justus ( Rooster) Hopkins,
brother of Mrs. Lexie
Wilkerson of Murray, died
Friday at 3 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 72
years of age and a resident of
Wingo Route 2.
Mr. Hopkins was a member
of the Wingo Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Adene Hopkins; one
daughter, Mrs. Sheila
McCaules, Colorado Springs,
Colo.; one son, Ted Hopkins,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; three
sisters, Mrs. Ruby Dobson,
Wingo Route 2, Mrs. Maxie
Boyd, Wingo, and Mrs. Lexie
Wilkerson, Murray; two
brothers, Waid of Madison-
ville and Bowd of Wingo;
three grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo, with
the Rev. David Gossom of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Remembering friends, old and new, with
warmth and appreciation and hoping the
horn of plenty brings its bounty to your door!HAZEL CAFE
Christmas dimmer will be served on Christmas Eve. We
vii he dosed Sunday and Monday, so our employees
may Mead aims time with their families.
:ro
1978 Chevrolet Pick-Up
Two tone, power brakes, tilt cruise, air, AM/FM
stereo, CB, bucket seats, power windows, door lock,
sliding rear window, rails, chrome rear step bum-
per, fancy wheels, one owner, brown and beige.$5,500
Keep That Great GM Feeling
civpaow With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 
753-2617




Funeral serfices for Mrs.
Nancy Rebecca Ward of
Puryear, Tenn., were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
Donald Parks officiating.
Pallbearers were Carnell
Lee, J. D. Lee, Wayne
Lawrence, Warren Lawrence,
J. C. Ward, and Billy Frank
Ward, all nephews. Burial was
in the Patterson Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Mrs. Ward, 82, died Friday
at the Puryear Nursing Home.
She was married in Sep-
tember 1918 to Mason Ward
who died Jan. 20, 1973. A
member of the Puryear
United Methodist Church, she
was born March 13, 1897, to the
late William Patterson and
Betty Jackson Patterson of
Henry County.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Jack (Dorothy
Sue) Haley, Belmont, Miss.;




Bowling Green; three gran-
dchildren; six great grand-
children; several nieces and
nephews.
Mrs. Ward was also
preceded in death by one son,
Jack D. Ward, two sisters,
Mrs. Lillie Ward and Mrs.
Winnie Lee, and two brothers,




Mrs. William ( Louella
Shelby, retired school teacher,
died Saturday at 3 a.m. at her
home at Wingo. She was 66
years of age.
The deceased is survived by
her husband; one daughter,
Mrs. Ann Harris, Selmer,
Tenn.; one son, Charles
Shelby, Wingo; four sisters-
Mrs. Jean Simmons, Murray,
Mrs. Bruton Woods, Paducah,
Mrs. Elwanda Cox, , San
Francisco, Calif., and Mrs. St.
L. Coltar, Detroit, Miclt; two',
brothers, Cecil Anderson,
Mayfield, and Jerry Ander-
son, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Shelby was a member
of the Wingo Church of Christ
where funeral services were
held today at 11 a.m. with
Larry Vaughn and Alonzo
Williams officiating.
Entombment was in the





The funeral for Ruble
Lockhart of 504 North Sixth
Street, Murray, was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating and Mrs.





Marty McCiiiston, and Jimmy
McCuiston. Burial was in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Lockhart, a retired
brick mason and member of
the First Baptist Church, died
Friday at 9:45 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
Born May 20, 1909, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Virgil Other Lockhart and
Effie May. Camp Lockhart.
Survivors include four
sisters-Mrs. Larue Darnell,
Mayfield, Mrs. Opal Taylor,
Lake Haven Nursing Home,
Benton, Mrs. Diuguid
(Kathleen) Warren, Green-
ville, and Mrs. Carl (Lorene)
Poyner, Murray; five
brothers-Earl, Green Briar,
Tenn., Eue1,401 Pine Street,
Murray, Robert, Calvert City,
Virgil, Hazel Park, Mich., and
Leon, 504 North Sixth Street,
Murray; several nieces and
nephews including Mrs.
Lavelle Smith, Murray Route
3.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
December 17,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Include,? Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 851 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 50-.75 higher Sows steady $1.50
higher sOrrle 42.03 higher
US 1-2 5)0-2301ks. $40 00-40.25
US 2 200-24011m 139 75-40 00
US 2-3 240-250 lb.. WS 75-39 75
US 2-45)0-250 lb..
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 128 00-29 00
US 1-3300-450 lb.. $2720.35 00
US I -3 450-500 lbs. tzssian 50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs... $29.5041.50 few 32 00
US41-3 300-500 lbs. 126 00-27 00
Boaftitower 300 lb" sitsan 00
Woodard Morris Is
Dead At Age Of 77
Word has been received of
the death of Woodard Morris,
former resident of Calloway
County, who died Saturday at
his home at 4219 Gladstone
Lane, Charlotte, N. C. He was
77 years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Bertie Farris Morris;
one daughter, Mrs. Tom
( Delephine ) Lang, Charlotte,
N. C.; one sister, Mrs. Bertie
Hurst, Detroit, Mich.; six
grandchildsen; several
cousins, many residing in
Murray and Calloway County.
One daughter, Mrs. Lucille
Exum, preceded him in death.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at the chapel of the
Reigle Funeral Home, 4305
Clio Road, Flint. Mich., with






Sunday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 86 years of age
and a retired farmer of
Puryear. Teffh.
He is surviVed by his wife,
Mrs. Ruhma Jimerson; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Bran-
non, Oak Grove, Mo.; three
sons, Russell; Independence,
Mo., Kenneth, Fayetteville, N.
C., and Da", Kansas City,
•M • he fune
aignros-
uled at
1:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
Foundry Hill Church, Henry
County, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the church cemetery.




Dead At Age Of 71;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Mrs. Walter W. (Vera)
Hutchens of 1704 Miller
Avenue, Murray, died Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway -County Hospital.
She was 71 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church. Born April
23, 1908. in Calloway County, .
she was the daughter of the
late George Dunn, Sr., and
Minnie Stubblefield Dunn.
Mrs. Hutchens is survived
by her husband, Walter, to
whom she was married on
Dec. 28, 1928; three sons-
Robert, Oak Brook, Ill.,
Walter P., Murray, and
Thomas - D. Hutchens,
Charlotte, N. C.; two sisters,
Mrs. Rudy (Mary) Heneks,
Howell, Mich., and Mrs.
Hafford .(Birdie) Parker,
Murray; two brothers, George
Dunn, Jr., and Felix Dunn,
Murray; nine grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
and the Rev. Robert Farless
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Mrs. Susie Mae McCuan of
Lynnville died Friday at 10:45
a.m. at St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. She was 77
years of age.
The deceased was the widow
of Marvin McCuan, and was a
former employee of the Merit
Clothing Company.
Mrs. McCuan is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Wayne
Cochran, Hopkinsville; one
sister, Mrs. Jewel Gay Jones,
Murray; half sister, Mrs.
Avella Coplen, Dearborn,
Mich.; three half brothers--
Hassell Davison, Lynnville,
Hasel Davidson, Palmer-
sville, Tenn., and Curtis Lee
Davidson, McMinnville,
Tenn.; two grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Harold Irwin
and William Hardison of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were J. W.
Routen, James Seay, Kenneth
Dick, Vernon McCree, Enoch
Wilson, and Marvin Boyd.
Burial was in ..the Highland
Park Cemetery at Mayfield.
The Grand Canyon - the
largest gorge in the world -
could hold more water than 20
lake Eries.
“GOD BLESS US EVERYONE"-The foyer of the
Calloway County Public Library features a display of Tiny
Tim, a characteir in Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."
The display is in connection with the "Dickens' Christmas in
Press Alley" celebration this weekend.
Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
Residents Return After
Firemen Put Out Tank Fire
TAYLOR, Mich. (AP) -
About 5,000 residents returned
to their - homes after
firefighters from six Detroit
suburbs extinguished a flash
fire at a,gasoline storage tank.
- The fire raged out of control
for nearly 24 hours Saturday
and Sunday, sending orange
Weapon Reportedly
Pulled At Business
An unidentified young male
reportedly pulled a weapon on
a clerk locking up the Huck's
Convenience Food Store, 1403
Dudley Drive, Sunday night,
according to Murray City
Police.
A police spokesman said the
man alleged pointed a rifle or
shotgun and shouted "get over
here or I'll shoot you," at
Janice Smith, who was locking
the store.
A car then drove past the
store and the man fled the
scene, the spokesman said.
The spokesman added no
money was taken and no one
was hurt.
The man is described by
police as being between 17-20,
about 5 feet 8 and wearing a
green field jacket and faded
blue jeans.
No charges are being sought
against the man, police said.
Music Makers To
Present Programs
The Music Makers Choir
and the Young Musicians
Choir of the Memorial Baptist
Church will present their
Christmas program On
Wednesday, Dec. 19, at 7 p.m.
at the church.
"I Wonder About Christ-
mas" by Crouch will be the
selection by the Music
Makers. The Young Musicians
will sing "Stranger in the
Straw" by Neff.
The Music Makers will be
accompanied by an in-
strumental ensemble com-
posed of Sharon Owens, piano,
Steve Owens, violin, Linda
Stalls, oboe, and Jackie
Gresham, clarinet.
Both choirs are directed by
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, who along with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White, invite the public to
attend.
Livestock Market
LOUISVUIE, Ky AP, USDA
Cattle 2100, slaughter steers 1 00
higher, slaughter heifers 1 00-1 50
higher. slaughter cows I 504 50 higher ,
'laughter bulls imitated, slaughter
calves 2.00-300 higher, sealers Un-
tested, feeders 1 00.300 higher,
Slaughter steers choice 1000.1150 lb
67 70.0 50, mixed good and choice 
900-
110 lb 85 0048 00, good 050-1200 
lb
63 25-66 00. standard 1050-1100 
lb
holstein" 57 1049 75;
Slaughter heifers choke 100-1000 lb
0 0047 40, mixed good and choi
ce 750-
* lb 65 5044 20; good 80
0450 lb 63 On-
• 50,
slaughter cows cornmercial 46 50-
• 50, utilfty 47 5042 00, cutter
 44 W-
O 40. canner end low cutter 41 00-
44 50,
Slaughter' bulls 1-2 1000-1300 lb 5075.
9075. bullocks 1050 lb 6010,
Slaughter calves and vealers good
and choice 110410 lb vealers 74 00-
40. choice 330-000.1b calves 66
 00-
74 50. feeder steers 300400 lb 
OD 0-
• OD. 900.100 lb 77 00413 00, 800-700 lb
74 0,142. 75, 700-720 lb 77 001175, 390,000
ib 71 0040 00; 503.750 lb 68 00-77 00, 335-
415 lb 80 0072 50, heifers 300405 lb
0.73.55; 500430 lb 86 00-73 75, 300400
it, 00 001000; 500410 lb 57 0048 00,
stock cows 500400 th 51 25-54 00,
Hoy 1200, borrows and gilts not
saablishod; 1-1 730140 lb 41 75-41.10,
21,01 lb 41 20-4110; sows over 450 lb
to higher, 14 300435 lb 3500.3025,
4541410 lb 31 50-33 25; boars over 300 lb
• 00,10-13. 
gasp IS; sold tolesoction Friday,
ddlIveree UMW ; wool slaughter
lambs choice and prim" 90.120 lb 70 40
flames and black smoke into
the sky and forcing evacuation
of nearby residents. It finally
was' brought under control
about 3 a.m. Sunday,
authorities said.
Two house trailers were
destroyed iii 'the fire, but no
serious injuries were repor-
ted.
About 4,000 of the evacuees
returned home Sunday
morning after spending the
night with relatives or at a
disaster shelter set up at a
community center.
Another 1,000 residents of a
nearby trailecpark were sent
home early Sunday night,
Taylor police said, after the
remaining 800,000 gallons of




Wednesday, Dec. 19, Is the
cut-off date for applications
for delivery of Christmas
baskets for needy families in
the program sponsored this





etc., toward this special
community project will be
accepted, according to the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin and the
Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
co-chairmen.
Persons may call Rev.
ftabatin at 753-6460 or Dr.
Blankenship at 753-6060 to
make applications for the
_baskets
THE NEWS IN BRIEF 
international
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) -
Foreign Minister Sadeggh
Ghotbzadeh says the depar-
ture of the shah from the
United States to Panama has
opened the door to a resolution
of the U.S.-Iranian crisis, and
some of the American
hostages may be released
before Christmas.
"We will try to do our best to
defuse the crisis. I certainly
don't want to have this crisis
forever," Ghotbzadeh told The
Associated Press Sunday
evening. It was his most
conciliatory comment to date.
He said some of the hostages
"possibly" would be released
before Christmas and that all
those still held by Christmas
Day would be visited by
foreign observers on the
holiday.
CONTADORA ISLAND,
Panama ( AP) - Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and
his wife settled down on a
heavily guarded Panamanian
island and the deposed
monarch said he hoped to
stay. Panamanian officials
said they can protect him and
Panama from his former
subjects.
Asked if he planned to stay
in Panama, the sixth nation to
receive him since he fled from
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolution in
January, the shah said: "This
is obviously within our minds
because such a surrounding
and such hospitality is not
,very easy to match in very
many cases."
National
NEW YORK (API -
Americans' opinions of
Jimmy Carter and Edward M.
Kennedy have flipflopped in
recent weeks largely because
the public believes Carter has
handled the Iranian crisis well
and Kennedy has reacted to it
poorly, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll shows.
The changes in public
opinion run deeper than just
the Iranian crisis. Carter
seems to Pe dispelling some of
the questions in the public
mind about his competence,
while Kennedy has apparently
raised some doubts about his
own abilities.
These major swings in
public opinion come as the
battle for the 1980 Democratic
presidential nomination
between Carter, Kennedy and
California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. heats up.
Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
contest for the 1980
Republican presidential
nomination, subdued by the
Iranian crisis, has Settled into
a catch-the-leader pursuit -
with Ronald Reagan still
setting the pace.
Rivals concede Reagan an
early-favorite status but say
they hope to chip away at his
strength once the primary
season opens in earnest.
The majbr and some of the
lesser-known GOP candidates
are devoting their energies
and funds to heavy cam-
paigning in Iowa, New
Hampshire and the other
early primary and caucus
states - most operating under
the theory that they need
early, strong showings to
capture national attention. -
Campaigning has been
rather low-key to date, with
the stalemate at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran casting a
pall over the political land-
scape.,
ay ,our roads be dear
Your flItunes wide,
And those you love
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